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Turgut Var 
S I M O N FRASER UNIVERSITY 
INTERNAL CONTROL FOR OTTOMAN FOUNDATIONS 
Abstract: The objective of this paper is to analyze Ottoman waqfs (foundations) 
to determine the internal control principles followed. In order to achieve this task, 
extensive references have been made to an actual waqf deed, The Waqfiyah of 
Ahmed Pasa. The original copy of this document is in the Free Library of 
Philadelphia and it was written December 1511. It is hoped that this research would 
lead to further research dealing with early accounting thought and practices in the 
Middle East. 
Introduction 
Waqf (or Wakf , Turkish version vakif) has been one of the most 
important institutions in Islam from the earliest time. In The Ency-
clopaedia of Islam, waqf is defined as a "thing which while retain-
ing its substance yields a usufruct and on which the owner has sur-
rendered his power of disposal with the stipulation that the yield is 
used for permitted good purposes."1 The word is derived from the 
Arabic verb waqafa, which means "to stop, to hold, to restrain, and 
to prevent." General ly it is a religious term denoting an act by 
which the income of any property is devoted irrevocably to the ben-
efit of individuals or to religious or charitable purposes. As an Is-
lamic institution it has received considerable attention in both Mus-
lim and non-Muslim countries (as in the case of British and Muslim 
legislation in India and North Africa before independence) . 2 
There are several sects of Islam but in this paper the focus will 
be on Ottoman waqfs which have been governed by Hanafi rules. 
Many Hanafi jurists regard waqfs as the property of Allah, from 
whom they had originated and to whom they finally revert by the act 
of the giver of the waqf.3 According to Abu Hanifah, the founder of 
the sect, the legal meaning of waqf is the placing in permanent trust 
of specific profits of properties in such a way that the founders own-
The author wishes to thank Daniel L. McDonald and Irene M. Gordon for their 
valuable criticism. 
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ership of assets therein shall continue, but the income and other 
advantages shall go to some charitable purpose.4 
The early Ottoman waqfs (the Ottoman Empire was founded in 
1300 and lasted until 1923) consisted of three general types. Royal 
waqfs were set up by sultans in newly acquired territories for reli-
gious and charitable purposes. The second type, waqf-i sari, were 
waqfs established by wealthy individuals for the welfare of the pub-
lic, especially for the poor. A third group, waqf-i adi or ordinary 
waqfs, were composed of waqfs which were endowed for the bene-
fit of the beneficiaries of the donor for purposes specified by him. 
This last form of waqf was extensively used to avoid the strict in-
heritance laws of Islam.5 
The legal and religious aspects of waqfs in the Ottoman Empire 
have been the subject of considerable research. However, admin-
istrative aspects, especially from the accounting point of view, have 
not received the same attention and there are very few works that 
deal with this topic.6 The objective of this paper is to analyze Otto-
man waqfs to determine the internal control principles followed. In 
order to achieve this task, extensive references will be made to an 
actual waqf deed, (written document) The Waqfiyah of Ahmed Pasa 
in particular. This waqfiyah was selected over other available 
waqfiyahs because the documents were completely edited and 
translated and the original copy located in the Free Library of Phila-
delphia. It was therefore possible to conduct research using the 
original document.7 
Before entering into discussion of the nature and provisions of 
Ahmet Pasa's (Pasa, pronounced as pasha, was a military and ad-
ministrative title in Turkey) waqfiyah, it is appropriate to say a few 
words about the donor, whose life represents an interesting exam-
ple of career advancement within the Ottoman hierarchy. 
Ahmet Pasa was born as Stephan Cossovich in 1456, the young-
est son of Duke Cossovich of Herzegovina. After the conquest of 
Bosnia in 1462, he was sent by his father as a hostage to Sultan 
Mehmet II with an offer to surrender half of Herzegovina in order to 
preserve peace. His terms were accepted, and it was agreed that 
the young prince was to be taken to the imperial palace in Istanbul 
and to be trained and educated for the service of the empire. Four 
years later his father died and Herzegovina became a province of 
the Ottoman Empire. 
Very little is known about Ahmet Pasa's early life in the Turkish 
palace. He was converted to Islam and received the name of Ahmet 
7
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and the surname of Hersekoglu (Hersekoglu means son of Herzog 
or Duke). He was married to Sultan Bayezid's daughter, Hondi 
Hatun. He served as Grand Vizier (Prime Minister) five times, as 
commander- in-chief of the navy three times, and commander- in-
chief of the army twice. Upon his death in 1517, he was buried in 
Hersek (Dil), a town named after him, which is located near Yalova.8 
Description of the Waqfiyah 
The manuscript, which is edited and translated by Muhammed 
Ahmet Simsar, is included in the John Frederick Lewis collection of 
the Free Library of Philadelphia. It consists of thirty-four folios or 
sixty-eight pages. They are written in large style, seven lines per 
page and each page is framed by gold rulings. For purposes of 
analysis, the manuscript can be divided into four sections: 
a. Certification and testimony of witnesses (page 1 and page 68). 
b. A prologue in rhymed prose (pages 2-18). 
c. The inventory of estate properties that are dedicated, and the 
subject of the waqf (pages 19-30). 
d. The donor's stipulations in regard to their administration 
(pages 30-67). 
The absence of official seals proves beyond a doubt that this 
manuscript is not the official copy of Ahmet Pasa's waqfiyah or 
trust deed, but it seems to be the only surviving copy of the waqfi-
yah of Ahmet Pasa. My investigations between 1976-1979 on loca-
tion have not yielded additional information about the financial ad-
ministration of this trust.9 
Although some of the original trust properties are still in use, no 
supporting documents have been discovered that would illustrate 
the actual administration of the trust. However, certain information 
can be obtained from the inscription above the door of the ruined 
mosque in Dil dedicated to Ahmet Pasa and the inscription of a 
ruined fountain near the mosque. Both inscriptions refer to Keman-
kes Ismail Aga as the trust administrator between 1773 and June 7, 
1792. A third inscription shows the existence of a fountain near the 
mosque, and indicates that the same administrator was still in office 
in 1811.10 
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The first page of the waqfiyah goes as follows: 
Translated as: 
. . . The contents of this religious book and [what I have 
learned from] oral speech in regard to the origin of the 
trust and its provisions, and the dedication [literally, as-
signment of the revenue of a property for charitable pur-
poses] of the trust and its regulations, have been approved 
by me [as legal] and have declared its validity and the ne-
cessity of its execution in every detail. And I have issued 
my decree to that effect, and have caused its registration 
to be entered [in the official register] in conformity with 
the [written and oral] law. . . . 
The judge whose certification appears on the first page is iden-
tified as the famous jurist Muayyedzadeh Abdulrahman bin Ali who 
had a library of seven thousand bound volumes in 1514. The last 
page, which gives the names of witnesses, is quite interesting from 
the accounting historians' viewpoint. There were four witnesses ex-
cluding the scribe of the document. Two of the witnesses namely, 
Pir Muhammad Pasa Al-Camali and Mawla Kiwamuldin Al-Defteri, 
9
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appear to be persons with extensive accounting backgrounds. The 
former served as Bas Defterdar or Chief Treasurer at the beginning 
of the reign of Bayezid II and also a Grand Vizier later during the 
reign of Selim I. Although we have no information about the latter 
witness, his last name, Defteri, indicates a connection with the field 
of financial administration and accounting, because defter means 
account book and defteri can be translated as accountant scribe. 
The third witness, Sidi Bali, was the Secretary of the Royal Court, a 
position that required administrative and financial skills. Finally, the 
fourth witness, Sinan Pasa, also served as Grand Vizier under Selim 
I, the top position of the Ottoman bureaucracy.1 1 This section of 
the waqfiyah bears the date of the end of Ramadan, 917 A.H. or 
December , 1511 A.D. 
Following the first page, a four-page doxology in rhymed prose 
embodies a number of Arabic quotations from the Koran. After a 
lengthy eulogy of the Prophet Muhammed and the religious views 
on charity, the specific purpose of the donor was presented. The 
objective of the trust was to maintain two mosques, one in Rus (to-
day's Kesan),1 2 and the other in Dil (Hersek), and a soup-kitchen 
(in Dil) as religious foundations. In order to maintain these mosques 
and the soup-kitchen, which were complete and ready for occu-
pancy at the time of the drafting of the waqfiyah, nine villages en-
tirely owned by the donor were set aside in a perpetual trust. In 
addition to these villages a bazaar and two hundred stores in Usak, 
three hundred stores in Kosk, a caravansaray in Kutahya, a farm in 
Rus, another farm in Siyullu, a public bath and several stores in 
Bornova (present location of the Aegean University) and an unspec-
ified number of houses and stores in Bursa are itemized as trust 
property. 
Personal investigation has revealed that the mosque in Rus (Ke-
san) is still in good condition and is being used for prayers. The 
soup-kitchen and the mosque in Dil were completely destroyed in 
the late nineteenth century, and most of the remaining artifacts were 
taken to various museums in Turkey.1 3 
The last section of the waqfiyah, (pages 30-67) makes stipulations 
with regard to selection, appointment, remuneration, responsibili-
ties, and finally dismissal of personnel that are required for main-
taining the waqf property. Financial aspects of the administration 
are given in clear and precise terms in order to eliminate future 
misinterpretations. 
The stipulated maximum expenditures permissible from the in-
come of the waqf properties are given in Table 1. This table is con-
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structed from the information given on pages 44 through 50. The 
only adjustment that was made was the payment to one soup-kitch-
en worker who was also required to help in one of the mosques. 
For this reason half of his wage was included in soup-kitchen ex-
penditures. 
In this section it is also stipulated that 45 portions (dinners) would 
be served at the soup-kitchen. Considering the daily cost of the 
soup-kitchen in terms of supplies and labor, the unit cost is 1 asper 
per portion which is composed of 0.68 asper for supplies and 0.32 
asper for labor. 
The daily total of (118) aspers expenditures totals a rather large 
annual sum of 43,070 aspers that would be met by the revenues of 
the trust properties scattered all over Asia Minor and the Balkans. 
In addition to current expenses a provision is made for routine and 
major repairs and other emergency items. 
The last section of the waqfiyah starts on page 30 by saying: 
. . . under the following conditions: in this manner that any 
part or the whole of the above mentioned bequests may not 
be sold to anyone, may not be given away, mortgaged, or 
acquired by inheritance and may not be changed or altered 
in any way. . . . 
The subsequent pages dealing with the administration and account-
ing are very clear in terms of responsibilities, qualifications, reasons 
for dismissal, annual audit, and the management of the reserve fund. 
Pages 41 and 42 make direct references i:o the system of account-
ing for receipts and disbursements. The administrative organization 
of a typical waqf is given in Figure 1. Like the other waqfiyahs1 4 
Ahmet Pasa stresses the necessity of timely recording (journalizing) 
of transactions as they occur. A system of internal control based 
upon: 
a. Reliable personnel 
b. Separation of powers 
c. Supervision 
d. Responsibility 
e. Routine checks (annual audits) 
f. Document control 
g. Physical safeguards 
h. Rendering periodic reports 
reminds us of the checklists for internal control given in standard 
cost accounting textbooks.1 5 The following quotation taken from 
11
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Table 1 
List of Expenditures Stipulated in Ahmet Pasa's Waqfiyah 
(One Asper or Akcha = 1.152 grams of silver) 
Daily in 
Personnel Expenditures Aspers 
Administrator 10.00 
Inspector 10.00 
Collecting Agent of Rumelia 3.00 
Collecting Agent of Anatolia 4.00 
Total Administrative Personnel 27.00 27.00 
Personnel Expenditures of the 
Mosque in Rus 15.00 
Personnel Expenditures of the 
Mosque in Dil 28.00 
Total Mosque Personnel 43.00 43.00 
Including Soup-Kitchen Personnel 
Expenditures (one part-time) 14.50 14.50 
Supplies: 
Soup-Kitchen: 
Meat 15.00 
Vegetables 2.00 
Other Supplies 7.50 
Wood for Fuel 6.00 30.50 
Mosques: 
Candles and Oil for Lighting for the 
Mosque in Rus 1.00 
Candles and Oil for Lighting for the 
Mosque in Dil 2.00 3.00 
Total Supplies 33.50 
G R A N D DAILY TOTAL 118.00 
page 39 represents the donor's efforts to establish a system that 
could be maintained by checks and balances. Even the minute de-
tails are explained in clear and precise language: 
. . . And also someone, who is known for complete trust-
worthiness and integrity, shall become [by appointment] 
store-keeper, and shall store and keep a record of the 
stock of provisions, and shall not give to anyone, contrary 
to stipulations of the founder, a drop and shall not also take 
it himself. . . . 
12
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Figure 1 
Administration of a Typical Waqf 
Note: This graph is drawn by the author to show the basic relations in administra-
tion. The number of collectors, of course, changes from one waqf to another de-
pending on the need. 
Pages 41 and 42 reflect the administrative and financial back-
ground of the donor and the witnesses: 
And someone who can record all the revenues and ex-
penditures of the trust, and who is familiar with the rules of 
bookkeeping and the system of accounting, reputable for 
trustworthiness and integrity, shall become [by appoint-
ment] secretary and shall write and make a list of all the 
receipts and disbursements that occur, just as they take 
place, and shall render an account [thereof] when required. 
Besides the above-mentioned secretary, two persons [by 
appointment] shall become collection agents of all the 
above-mentioned trusts, but none of these two collectors 
shall become [by appointment] collecting agents of the 
trusts situated in [European side], one of these shall 
record, in the form of trust [account] the income of the 
trusts that are included under his own controllership and 
turn it over, be it little or much through the secretary and 
13
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the inspector, to the administrator [serving] at the 
time. . . .16 
The offices of the administrator, mutevelli, and the inspector, 
nezir, were reserved by the donor for himself until his death. After 
his death it was stipulated that the most capable of his freed slaves 
was to be appointed to the office of administrator. Family control 
was to be maintained through inspection: 
After him the inspection shall be solely in the hands of the 
most upright and capable of his illustrious sons. After that 
in the hands of sons' sons . . . until they became extinct . . . 
[page 52]. 
In the event of the extinction of both lines, the duties of inspection 
and administration would pass to the State and the Governor of 
Rumelia who would have the power to appoint officers for these 
positions. But the same person could not be appointed to carry out 
both duties at the same time: 
. . . but the duties of administration and of inspection shall 
not be combined in one person, the administratorship shall 
be given to one person and the inspectorship also to an-
other person . . . [page 53]. 
This separation of function was stressed once more in subsequent 
pages. On pages 59 and 60: 
. . . inspector in no way whatever interfere with the duties 
of the administrator, or with the income of the trusts, b u t . . . 
the inspector shall attend to the duties of inspection; and 
also who is the administrator shall attend to the duties of 
administration; neither of them shall interfere with the 
duties of the other. 
To sum up, the above paragraphs reveal the important points of 
administration of Ottoman foundations. In this system the donor was 
required to appoint an administrator. Administrators were usually 
appointed from the freed slaves of the donor. Appointment of an 
inspector was compulsory in Ottoman waqfs, although in other 
Islamic countries this rule was not uniform. The inspector, as is 
seen in the above passages, had no authority over the collection 
of revenues, but was charged solely with seeing that there was no 
abuse or misappropriation of the revenues. In this system, courts 
represented the state authority in governing foundations which were 
exempted from taxes and the courts were charged with the smooth 
14
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running of the trust for perpetuity. The judge had the power of con-
trol over a waqf and could interfere in the administration of it, even 
if the donor made a condition to the contrary, for the court's super-
vision was controlling. 
Another important point in Ahmet Pasa's waqfiyah is the require-
ment of an annual audit and discharge of accountability through 
submission of a report to the court. Pages 54 and 55 state that: 
The administrator, the inspector, and the secretary [ac-
countant] shall examine the accounts together once a year 
and shall submit them to the one who is Kadiasker of 
Rumelia [Chief Judge of the European Ottoman Empire], 
and he too shall report it to His Majesty [The Sultan], and 
things contrary to the stipulations of the founder shall not 
be accepted. 
Finally, the question of any surplus zayid nesne (positive differ-
ence between revenues and stipulated expenses) is dealt with on 
pages 56 and 57: 
. . . after the collection of the revenue of the trust in proper 
way, and after their disposal according to the aforemen-
tioned conditions, whatever remains [positive difference] 
shall be kept [in trust] by the administrator and the collec-
tor. If the original trust properties, or the mosques, or the 
soup-kitchen be in need of repairs, they shall be repaired 
and reconditioned with the [afore-said] surplus in such a 
way that if the surplus be insufficient for repairs and re-
conditioning, all of the income of the trust shall be reserved 
for this purpose . . .; in short, the preservation shall be 
given preference over all expenses. . . . 
Conclusion 
Although it is a religious document, the waqfiyah of Ahmet Pasa 
contains very good examples of Ottoman governmental accounting 
requirements for the internal control of trusts. These are: careful 
selection of an administrator, precise job descriptions, separation of 
duties of administrators from the duties of inspectors, timely record-
ing of transactions, periodic audits, and certification of documents 
by the courts. The system, whether used by government or by reli-
gious foundations (waqfs), was based on the establishment and 
maintenance of a system of checks and balances. The terminology 
in the waqfiyah clearly indicates the existence and use of well de-
veloped principles of accounting. 
15
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I hope that this short study will lead to "further research about 
the role of accounting in the Ottoman Empire, which had had very 
close contacts with the Italian city-states since the beginning of the 
14th Century.1 7 
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1 4 General ly the royal waqfiyahs required involvement of the Sultan as repre-
sented in Figure 1. Although Ahmet Pasa married Hondi Hatun, the daughter of 
Bayezid II, his waqfiyah cannot be considered a royal waqfiyah. The inclusion of 
the Sultan represents an exception to the general rule which was firmly estab-
lished in later centuries. There are very good examples of royal waqfiyahs. Copies 
of two waqfiyahs of Mehmed II, the conqueror of Istanbul, which were made by 
the order of his son Bayezid II, the father-in-law of Ahmet Pasa, were found in the 
Topkapi Museum, by its former Director, Mr. Tahsin Oz, who published facsimiles 
with an introduction. See Oz. Simsar suggests that the composer of the Ahmet 
Pasa's waqfiyah had access to the waqfiyahs of Mehmed II and used them as his 
model (Simsar, p .2). His conclusion is based on extensive comparisons of phrases 
used in this waqfiyah with the earlier waqfiyah of Mehmed II. These similarities, 
especially the ones on pages 52, 53, 57, and 59, support his conclusion. 
1 5Horngren, p. 657. 
1 6 T h e terminology used in the document for the secretary is katip which is 
derived from the word kitap (book) and refers to the person who keeps books. 
Although in a broader context it is used as a synonym for scribe, I think that the 
narrower meaning, i.e., bookkeeper, was used in this quotation. Also, the English 
translation by Simsar of "shall write and prepare a list" falls considerably short 
of the intention of the original document. The donor stipulates that katip shall 
"defter idup" literally, "make a copy-book," which in accounting language refers 
to journalizing. These are some of the technical terms that could not be used 
without a good knowledge of accounting. However, the origin of the special termi-
nology used by Ahmet Pasa needs further research. 
1 7 General ly the education of a scribe (secretary-accountant) required formal 
studies in grammar, law, theology, literature, history, political theory, the science 
of administration and natural sciences. This means a much broader education that 
may be necessary for a scribe to copy or write letters. It is no surprise that most 
of the higher jobs ended up in the hands of scribes who first became Defterdar, 
highest financial official in the Ottoman administration; then they became Grand 
V iz ie rs /Pr ime Ministers. This leads some researchers to a generalization that 
Ottoman Defterdars (accountants) were able to pyramid their control of the purse 
strings into political power. See Itzkowitz, pp. 73-94 and Seidler p. 3 and also 
Snider pp. 415-419. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSITY AND 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY EDUCATION 
IN NEW ZEALAND 
Abstract: University teaching of accountancy in New Zealand is probably unique 
in that it has developed hand in hand with the educational requirements of the 
profession. Although this close relationship did much to stimulate accounting edu-
cation in the early years this is not so now. In attempting to meet the requirements 
of the profession and develop independent programmes the universities have been 
forced into an uneasy compromise. Those United States institutions which have 
recently created Professional Schools of Accounting may well find themselves 
similarly placed in the near future. 
The history of university teaching of accountancy in New Zealand 
is well worth examining because of the close links it has had with 
the profession. The universities have been, for some time, the major 
educating body of the profession. Consequently, in seeking to pro-
tect its own interests, the profession has substantially influenced 
the development of university accountancy education programmes 
with respect to the level and variety of courses offered. With this 
sort of development it is quite likely that the development of univer-
sity accountancy education in New Zealand is quite unique. 
However, the universities have not always played such a promi-
nent role in educating the accounting profession and some attempts 
to bring the two even closer have failed. An example is the unsuc-
cessful attempt to align accountancy with professions such as law 
and medicine in requiring, as a prerequisite to entry, a university 
degree. It could be that a conservative profession is unwilling to 
accept any influence from institutions it imagines to be liberal or 
even radical. 
This paper traces the development of accounting education in 
New Zealand universities. Because many readers will not be familiar 
with the structure of the university education system in that country 
the first sections briefly describe the existing structure, then trace 
The constructive comments of Professor Murray Wells, Frank L. Clarke, and 
John Whitta on an earl ier draft are gratefully acknowledged. 
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its development. Also as background, some significant aspects of 
the history of the profession in New Zealand are detailed. Following 
this scene-setting the actual development of university accounting 
courses is examined. This forms the major element of the paper and 
having demonstrated that there have (at; least until very recently) 
been close links with the profession it will be concluded that such 
links have inhibited progress towards flexible accounting pro-
grammes in the universities. 
The Present University System 
The three and a half million people of New Zealand are serviced 
by seven universities: University of Auckland, University of Waikato, 
Massey University, Victoria University of Wellington, University of 
Canterbury, Lincoln University Col lege and University of Otago (sub-
sequently referred to by their distinguishing names). Only six offer 
full degree programmes with a major in accounting; Lincoln is the 
exception. Although postgraduate studies are offered and even en-
couraged by the universities, the demand is primarily for under-
graduate courses leading to baccalaureates. Consequently, most 
resources are devoted to this area. The minimum time within which 
first degrees may be earned is three years. What may not be gener-
ally appreciated by people outside the country is that in order to 
earn a Bachelor's degree with Honours a student is invited to com-
plete a fourth year of study. This honour's year is, in effect, the first 
year of a postgraduate programme. 
Full postgraduate facilities exist in all six institutions for study 
towards masterate and doctorate degrees and postgraduate diplo-
mas all with accountancy concentrations. 
Separate departments of accounting exist in Auckland, Victoria, 
Canterbury and Otago. Sixteen established faculty positions in ac-
counting exist within the Department of Business Studies at Massey 
and a similar situation exists within the Department of Management 
Studies at Waikato. Facilities for extramural study exist at Massey. 
Historical Background of the University 
New Zealand consists of two major and several small islands. 
Although European settlement can be dated back to 1642 it was 
only in 1840 that it became a British Crown Colony. In 1852 it re-
ceived a representative constitution which created a Central Parlia-
ment (or General Assembly) with two Chambers (Legislative Council 
and House of Representatives) and six Provincial (one Chamber) 
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Councils (three in each island). This Provincial system lasted until 
1876 and it is in this period that the university system was estab-
lished. 
The most southern province (Otago) had been settled by people of 
predominantly Scottish origin. The wealth and population of this 
province had grown quickly, stimulated by the discovery of gold. 
With the claim that, 
The Scottish educational system is probably a more inti-
mate part of the national life than is the case in any other 
country in the world.1 
it is little wonder that there were demands in Otago for the estab-
lishment of a university. 
There was opposition to this from other parts of the country. 
An alternative course of action was suggested—the provision of 
scholarships for New Zealand students for overseas-study.2 Never-
theless the Scots were not going to be "put off" and in June 1869 
the University of Otago was established under a statute which em-
powered it to confer degrees in arts, medicine, laws and music. This 
was followed by the New Zealand University Act of 1870 which was 
to establish a New Zealand university at Dunedin (the capital of 
Otago) so long as the University of Otago was dissolved. This was 
not to be and the result was the University of Otago continued in 
existence but later became affiliated to the University of New 
Zealand. In the meantime Canterbury University Col lege was estab-
lished (1873) as part of the University of New Zealand. This was 
followed by the establishment in 1883 of Auckland University Col-
lege and in 1893, Victoria University College. Canterbury Agricul-
tural College at Lincoln had existed since 1881, initially as part of 
Canterbury University College. Massey Agricultural College at Pal-
merston North came into being in 1927. 
The initial teaching model adopted by the University of New 
Zealand was that of University of London: internal lectures with ex-
ternal examinations. It was a situation which increasing numbers of 
academics found barely tolerable. They taught the courses but ex-
amining was undertaken by people ignorant of conditions in New 
Zealand and with little contact with the actual teachers. It is no 
wonder the Colleges found difficulty in attracting highly qualified 
overseas staff.3 
The granting of constituent status on the Colleges in 1926 did go 
some way to reforming this anomalous situation. However, it was 
not until the devolution of the University of New Zealand in 1962 
that full independence was granted the institutions. With the devolu-
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tion, four autonomous degree granting universit ies—Auckland, 
Victoria, Canterbury and O t a g o — w e r e established. Massey evolved 
from agricultural col lege to full university status in 1963, a major 
reason for the addition of other faculties being the demand created 
by the existence of a large number of students enrolled in the 
neighbouring Teachers' Training College. Waikato was created in 
1974. 
The Accounting Profession in New Zealand 
The story of the development of the accounting profession in New 
Zealand up to 1960 has already been told.4 Some features of the de-
velopment are, however, worth noting. The first professional ac-
countancy body, the Incorporated Institute of Accountants of New 
Zealand was incorporated in May 1894. There had been accountants 
practicing prior to this date but by August of that year the total 
membership of the Institute was 101.5 Admission after 1896 was by 
examination which led to a breakaway society, The Accountants' & 
Auditors' Association, being established in 1898. The Association 
soon also conducted examinations. When two lady members quali-
fied for admission in 1902 it became the first accountancy body in 
the British Commonweal th to have admitted lady members. 
As with most new bodies seeking public approbation, maintain-
ing membership and standards were the major concerns of the In-
stitute. After attempts to unify the profession in one body for both 
Australia and New Zealand, it was decided to "go it alone" and in 
1908 the New Zealand Society of Accountants Act gave birth to the 
New Zealand Society of Accountants (NZSA) (the Society) with 
2,116 foundation members. It is worth noting that at the time the 
total population of the country was still not one million. Only 11% 
were qualified by examination but by 1912 nearly 300 members had 
forfeited membership on financial grounds. "It was 1924 before the 
number of examined members exceeded the non-examined, and the 
early 1930's before the membership again reached the total of 
1909."6 
The Society is the only official accounting body in New Zealand 
today. The Association was absorbed into the Society in the 1940s 
and the Institute amalgamated more recently. Admission is by ex-
amination and a period of approved practical experience (3-5 years). 
The examination subjects which must be passed are: 
Accounting I 
Accounting II 
Economics 
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Quantitative Methods 
Data Processing & Systems 
Commercial Law Parts l- IV 
Taxation, Trustee Law and Accounts 
Cost and Management Accounting 
Advanced Financial Accounting 
Internal Control Systems, Auditing and Investigations. 
Recent amendments to admission regulations require a candidate 
to not only pass the prescribed number of three-hour examinations 
— t w o for each subject listed except Law, Data Processing and 
Quantitative Methods—but to also follow a course of study, accept-
able to the Society's Education Committee, in each subject for one 
teaching year. Furthermore, students must successfully complete all 
work required in that course before sitting the examinations. Self-
preparation is not permitted as only courses offered by universities, 
technical institutes or community colleges will be approved. With a 
system of prerequisites for certain subjects, it is not possible to 
complete these examinations in less than three years' study. For ex-
ample, a candidate cannot enroll in Advanced Financial Accounting 
without having obtained a pass in Accounting II which in turn re-
quires a pass in Accounting I. 
Without detailing the specific course prescriptions it is interesting 
to note the subjects of earlier examinations. The examinations of 
the Institute at the end of last century required a student to first 
pass papers in: 
Practical Bookkeeping 
Arithmetic 
Algebra 
English Composition 
Geography 
Dictation. 
Such a pass conferred upon the candidates "student" status en-
abling the next step to be taken, the examinations for Associate 
(so long as the candidate was not less than 21 years of age): 
English Composition 
Arithmetic, Algebra and Euclid 
Geography 
Theoretical Bookkeeping 
Practical Bookkeeping 
Auditing 
The Rights and Duties of Liquidators & Trustees. 
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A candidate, being not less than 25 years of age could seek status 
as a Fellow in which case the subjects were: 
Arithmetic, Algebra and Euclid 
The Theory of Bookkeeping 
The Practice of Bookkeeping 
Auditing 
The Administration of Trust Estates & Estates in Bankruptcy 
Trustee Law 
Company Law 
The Law Relating to Securities for Advances, Stamp & 
Legacy Duties, Property Rent & Income Taxes, Bills of Ex-
change, Promissory Notes and Cheques and Arbitration.7 
The subjects for subsequent examinations required by the pro-
fessional bodies are summarised in Table 1. 
The 1906-09 examination required a candidate for Fellow (of the 
Institute) to pass at least five subjects with 7 5 % and an aggregate 
of 475 out of 700. Candidates in the 1910 examination must have 
reached the age of 18 years before sitting the Intermediate sector 
and present the Final after 12 months of passing the Intermediate. 
To be eligible to take the 1911-19 examinations a candidate must 
have passed certain prerequisites.8 By this t ime it was the Society 
that was the major professional body. 
Further major revisions took place in 1932 (Bookkeeping and Ac-
counts was split into three stages), 1938, 1950, 1956, 1962 and 1978. 
Worth noting is the emphasis on legal subjects: 
1906-09 4 subjects out of 6 
1910-31 5 subjects out of 9. 
This fact together with the late appearance of economics in the 
syllabuses leads one to speculate on the then perceived function of 
accountancy—at least the function of accounting training. That is, 
it appears to have been regarded as a purely functional-procedural 
task. Emphasis seems to have been placed on testing students' abil-
ity in matters of technical skill. One wonders about the extent to 
which economic-decision considerations were deemed worthy of 
concern. The subject, Economics, in fact disappeared from the re-
quirements in 1938. It was 1957 before it reappeared. 
Accounting Education at the Universities 
University education in accountancy in New Zealand owes its 
inception to the perception of the Council of the NZSA. In 1912 
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the Society gave funds to the four colleges to establish lectureships 
in accountancy. Two lecturers in each college (three in Canterbury) 
were appointed on a part-t ime basis. Salaries were subsidised by 
the Government but between 1912 and 1927 the Society had paid 
£5925 which with the subsidy added totalled £11,850.9 In 1927 the 
Society considered the lectureships sufficiently established within 
the university colleges and ceased contributing. 
The degree of the University of New Zealand was Bachelor of 
Commerce (BCom) and the professional requirements were part of 
the degree requirements. With minor exceptions and variations this 
situation has persisted up to the present time. 
To study at university it was necessary to: 
— p a s s the Matriculation examination (now called University 
Entrance—UE) , or 
— b e granted admission ad eundum statum, or 
— b e granted provisional admission due to being over 21 years 
of age. 
These were also some of the alternative prerequisites for taking 
the professional examination as it was natural to assume certain 
reciprocal arrangements (such as students transferring from one 
set of examinations to the other) could be agreed upon. 
The University of New Zealand Calendar first shows the BCom 
degree being offered in 1906. There were two examinations, the 
subjects for which were: 
(a) First Examination 
French or German (2) 
History 
Physical Geography 
Commercia l Geography 
Economics (2) 
Accountancy (2) 
One subject from 
—Mathemat ics , 
Physics, 
Chemistry, or 
Geology. 
(b) Second Examination 
Commercia l Law 
Statistical Method 
Commercial French or Ger-
man 
Accountancy (2) or one of 
the alternatives not tak-
en in (a) 
Two subjects from 
—Actuar ia l Mathematics, 
Industrial Law, 
Economic History, 
Currency & Banking. 
There were restrictions on when the examinations could be tak-
en. Essentially these were that part (a) could not be passed in total 
before two years and part (b) only after a further year. 
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With the creation of the NZSA in 1908 and their subsequent part-
sponsorship of accounting education, the prescription for the de-
gree was changed to enable the professional programme to be in-
corporated. Subjects were divided into four groups: 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
1. Modern History 
2. Economic 
Geography 
3. Economics 
4. Statistical 
Methods 
5. Currency & 
Banking 
6. French or 
German or 
Spanish 
7. Economic 
History 
8. Geology 
9. Chemistry 
10. Physics 
11. Industrial Law 
12. Actuarial 
Mathematics 
13. Bookkeeping & 
Accounts (Elem.) 
14. Mercanti le Law 
15. Auditing 
16. Trustees & 
Receivers (Elem.) 
17. Bookkeeping & 
Accounts (Adv.) 
18. Auditing (Adv.) 
19. Trustees & 
Receivers (Adv.) 
20. Law Bankruptcy 
21. Law Joint Stock 
Companies 
Degree candidates were required to pass all subjects in groups 
1 & 3 and at least five subjects from groups 2 & 4. The term "unit" 
has been used a lot in New Zealand university regulations; essenti-
ally it means a subject at a given level (or stage). Its contextual 
derivation is not certain but it appears in the University regulations 
and calendars in the 1920s. 
In 1926 the degree was restructured so that from 1927 passes in 
fourteen units were required. The concept of a major was also in-
troduced. There were three groups: 
Group 1 
Compulsory Units 
Economics 
Economic History 
Economic Geography 
French /German /Span ish 
Bookkeeping Accounts, 
Business Organisations 
& Methods 
Mercanti le Law Stage I 
Mercanti le Law Stage II 
Group 2 
Two Units from 
Advanced Economics 
Modern History 
Statistical Method 
Currency & Banking 
Actuarial Science 
Psychology 
An additional foreign 
language 
Group 3 
Five Units from 
One of Three (Major) 
Groups 
Accountancy or 
Banking or 
Industry & Trade 
It is again interesting to speculate on reasons for some signifi-
cant changes. The accountancy major subjects remained much the 
s a m e — l a w and accountancy subjects. The fact that the degree was 
taught in departments with economists as heads may well account 
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for the increasing emphasis on economics in group 1. However, 
banking and statistical methods had been replaced by two units 
of law suggesting a definite pressure group. The de-emphasising of 
quantitative subjects was the start of a trend which was only re-
versed in the late 1960s. The foreign language component was un-
doubtedly a hang-over from the British origins of the Dominion and 
existed in all degree programmes. Bookkeeping and Accountancy, 
it appears, had become an established subject. The emergence of 
psychology as an option is a significant early recognition of the 
importance of behavioural aspects. However, that was a short-lived 
fancy, for a new structure in 1941 saw a retrenchment to specifically 
commercial subjects. Fourteen units were still required, 8 from 
group 1, 6 from group 2: 
The last change to the degree came in 1959 when the number of 
required units decreased to twelve. The meaning of the word unit 
became more clearly identifiable. With few exceptions it now meant 
a full academic year's study with two or three (for most advanced 
stages) three-hour exams. A Stage I unit had to be passed before 
proceeding to a Stage II course although "stage" indicated the 
level of intellectual maturity assumed. Substantial changes have 
taken place since 1962 because of the autonomous development 
of the universities. With respect to accountancy however, as ex-
plained below, these are changes of form or of structure rather 
than changes in the content of the subjects offered. 
The Directions of Independent University Programmes 
The most common changes to the individual programmes offered 
by the newly autonomous universities have been the inclusion of 
more courses in management information systems (and obviously 
Group 1 Group 2 
Economics {Stage I) 
Economics (Stage II) 
Economic Geography 
Bookkeeping & Accounts I 
Bookkeeping & Accounts II 
Mercanti le Law I 
Mercanti le Law II 
English (or a foreign language) 
Economics III 
Bookkeeping & Accounts III 
Auditing 
Cost Accounting 
Statistical Methods 
Company Law 
Public Finance 
International Trade 
Economics of Agriculture 
Economics of Transportation 
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computing), f inance and organisation and management. The devo-
lution of the University of New Zealand left autonomous universities 
—Auck land , Victoria, Canterbury and Otago. (For some reason this 
order, which is a north to south listing, has become traditional.) 
Perhaps the most significant early development was the establish-
ment of full-time university professorships in accountancy. This 
implies full academic acceptance of accountancy as an independent 
intellectual discipline. Not only have the years since then seen the 
establishment of two other university "departments" of accountancy, 
the original departments have grown substantially. 
Canterbury has (until very recently) maintained a similar overall 
degree structure although the required number of units has been 
reduced to 11 (1962), to 10 (1964) then to 9 (1966).10 Attempts have 
been made to reduce the rigidity of the degree thus allowing stu-
dents a greater choice of subjects—account ing and non-account-
ing oriented.11 Student numbers have grown substantially as has 
the faculty. There are now two chairs. 
Otago has also chosen to maintain the basic overall structure. 
Student and staff numbers have grown. Although there are still only 
nine units required for a degree, substantial changes have taken 
place in course prescriptions to maintain its contemporary rele-
vance. As Dixon says: 
The 1960's saw considerable advances in the coverage 
and depth of courses in Accounting. Although the number 
of degree units was reduced, students are in fact faced 
with courses of increasing complexity.1 2 
Much the same could be said of Auckland. But of the four origi-
nal universities, it is Victoria which has made the most radical ad-
vances. 
Unlike universities in many countries, in New Zealand the field 
of f inance has been the prerogative of accounting depar tments— 
most are in fact departments of "accounting and f inance." One of 
Victoria's four established chairs is held by a f inance specialist. 
This is no doubt part of the reason for the department's strength 
in this field. However, even more noteworthy is that degree can-
didates must take, to an advanced stage (stage III), a subject other 
than accountancy. In effect this means that all accounting majors 
have two majors one of which may be music, Ancient Greek Litera-
ture or any other subject which the student is qualified to pursue. 
In "traditional" universities where Hatfield's houn'dog1 3 is still being 
kicked around, a move such as this will surely encourage people 
to keep their feet together. 
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Without existing structures to constrain them, Massey and Waikato 
have been relatively free to develop innovative programmes. Whi le 
Waikato has developed a four year management degree, Massey 
has opted for specialization built on a broad multi-disciplinary base. 
Twenty-one papers are needed to qualify for BBS (Bachelor of Busi-
ness Studies). After completing a compulsory core of ten papers 
candidates select one of eleven different majors each with six fur-
ther compulsory papers. Five elective papers complete the degree. 
To date about 6 0 % of all BBS students have been accountancy 
majors. 
The Universities and the Society 
Having spent some time detailing the development of both the 
universities and the Society some aspects of their interaction will 
be quite apparent. Nevertheless, it is important to examine the 
process of this interaction. However, before this can be done a 
slight problem of methodology must be pointed out. 
In tracing the history of the interaction of two parties it would 
seem desirable to examine source material emanating from both 
sides. In this instance only material from the NZSA was available. 
However the subsequent analysis is not one-sided, for the attitude 
of the universities can be inferred from their actions. This is also a 
quite acceptable methodology; although the present analysis covers 
only eighty years, in situations extending back to hundreds of years 
this is often the only method. Over-reaction to a lack of source 
material from a particular viewpoint should be avoided. In this 
analysis the problem greatly reduces as the development becomes 
more recent. 
The question, in assessing the relations between the accounting 
profession in New Zealand and the universities, is: to what extent 
have the university accounting programmes been predetermined by 
Society requirements? There can be little doubt that the Society's 
decision in 1912 to subsidise accounting education was the initial 
stimulus for university accounting programmes. However, did this 
imply that university programmes should have been determined by 
the requirements of one professional body? This begs the question 
of the purpose of university accounting education. 
A superficial examination of the subject requirements of the So-
ciety since its inception (see above, especially Table 1), reveals that 
at least six basic subjects have existed as a core: bookkeeping and 
accountancy, auditing and the four law subjects, trustee law, bank-
ruptcy law, company law, and mercanti le law. Notable absences 
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from early syllabuses are courses on economics, cost and manage-
ment accounting and any quantitative discipline. 
Cost (and Management) accounting courses were developed late. 
A possible reason is that the Society had a strong public practice 
bias and other bodies, such as the New Zealand Institute of Cost 
Accountants, catered more for commercial specialists. Graham 
states that the Society felt they should take a more active role but 
the subject was "beyond their administrative and educational con-
trol."1 4 The dropping of arithmetic, algebra and euclid from the 1906 
revision left the syllabus without a quantitative subject until the late 
1960s with the introduction of the subject mathematics and statistics 
(later to become quantitative methods). 
However, considering that accounting education in the universities 
came, for some time, within the province of economics departments, 
the omission of economics from Society requirements would seem 
to be anomalous. That, of course, is not the only reason for ques-
tioning its omission, for as Harry Valentine, opposing its omission 
from the 1931 course revision, argued "no accountant could hope 
to discharge his duties satisfactorily without a knowledge of the 
economic background to his work." 1 5 
On the basis that following certain subjects would qualify can-
didates for both degree (BCom) and professional admission, it 
appears that from 1908-1927 the necessary subjects would have 
been: 
Modern History Economics 
Economic Geography Statistical Methods 
Currency & Banking French (or Substitute) 
Bookkeeping & Accounts Mercanti le Law 
(Elem.) Trustee Law 
Bookkeeping & Accounts Trustee Law (Adv.) 
(Adv.) Auditing 
Bankruptcy Law Auditing (Adv.) 
Company Law 
The 1926 syllabus change by the university introduced more com-
pulsory economics. Two units had to be chosen from Group 2 (see 
above) which did not contain any of the subjects compulsory for 
the Society requirements. It did, however, contain Modern History, 
and Currency & Banking which previously formed part of the degree 
core. 
The significant change, however, is the greater emphasis on 
economics by the university. When considered in light of the drop-
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ping of that subject by the Society in 1938 the change represents 
a first difference of opinion over the necessary prerequisite for a 
professional working in the commerce field. Nevertheless in the 
period to 1950 relationships were fairly harmonious. For the col-
leges, "the emphasis was largely on preparing candidates for the 
professional examinations while encouraging the better candidates 
to consider completing the degree too."1 6 
The Society's Presidential Report for 1950 states: 
For nearly 40 years the Society's exams have been con-
ducted by the University and the close co-operation be-
tween the Society and the University is highly valued by the 
Council, partly because it goes far to encourage members 
and students to take the BCom degree. 
This link is interesting with respect to similar developments in other 
countries. In Britain, from which most New Zealand institutions were 
inherited, by 1961 there were few (if any) university accounting 
programmes.1 7 Braddock says that, 
Australian universities have been slow to recognize ac-
countancy courses as fit and proper subjects for inclusion 
in a university, and, as a result, accountancy has suffered 
by comparison with other professions from a lack of 
"academic respectabil ity."1 8 
It is also interesting to note that "between 1935 and 1944 9 3 % of 
Commerce graduates were qualified accountants." The degree was 
"to all intents and purposes" an accountancy degree. 1 9 Conse-
quently, moves were made to establish a degree in accountancy— 
a Bachelor of Accountancy. 
Discussions were protracted and the topic continued to be de-
bated. The correspondence section of the Accountants' Journal 
contained many "strong opinions." Not only was the change of name 
opposed by the University but also the "restrictive" syllabus: univer-
sities were for a more liberal rather than technical education. The 
proposal, after six years of discussion, was rejected by the univer-
sity. However the efforts of the Society were not without reward for, 
although the specific degree proposal was rejected, the BCom de-
gree was "considerably modified in harmony with the Society's 
submissions."2 0 
Several events took place in the 1950s which were to disturb the 
calm between the two bodies. In 1957 the Society recognized in-
ternal examining by the Colleges for Accounting I & II and Com-
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mercial Law I & II. Accounting III and Auditing continued to be 
examined as a uniform national examination. 
Until this time university classes in accounting subjects were, as 
Cowan 2 1 states, held before 9 A.M. and after 5 P.M. This was obvi-
ously intended to enable students to study part-time. When the Re-
port of the Committee on New Zealand Universities (1960) (the Parry 
Report) opposed this practice there was a strong reaction from 
practitioners, as evidenced by comments in the correspondence to 
the editor of the Accountants' Journal. 
Although two academics 2 2 supported the notion of full-time study 
advocated by the Parry Committee, the opposing view was voiced 
strongly. Anyone who studied part-time would find it difficult to 
think of any reasons for supporting it. One is only forced to, rather 
cynically, conclude that a source of "cheap labour" was to be pro-
tected. 
The devolution of the University of New Zealand was seen by the 
Society as one of the biggest problems in maintaining adequate 
examination standards. Whi le some of the diehards were all for 
breaking ties with the universities and "going it alone,"2 3 fortunately 
common sense prevailed. The universities were professional edu-
cators. To develop an education programme quite separate from 
them would have meant the duplication of resources the economy 
could have ill afforded. In addition, it could well have resulted in a 
loss of intellectual prestige for the profession within the country and 
internationally. Devolution, rather than weakening the accounting 
education, in fact, strengthened it. The new universities created full-
t ime professorial chairs, departments and full-time specialist faculty. 
The President of the Society in his 1961 Annual General Meeting 
address was quick to realise the possibilities and argued that the 
loss of uniform control was a small price to pay for the attainment of 
full academic status for accountancy in New Zealand universities.24 
The solution to the problem of examination of candidates was 
twofold. The University Grants Committee, as a national organisa-
tion, examines for the Society's own examinations. Secondly, a 
system of cross-credits from university subjects to the Society's 
was developed. Cross-credit meant that a student who successfully 
completed a university course could apply to be exempted (credited 
with a pass in) a substantially similar course required by the Society. 
Based on some untestable notion that students still came to a uni-
versity to qualify (solely or concurrently) for admission to the NZSA 
rather than to attain a degree, the universities were keen to retain 
these cross-credit arrangements. 
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In retrospect this only demonstrated the immaturity of the new 
university departments: their inability to take independent action. 
Various other reasons could be conjectured, such as the faculty 
themselves had been trained under the "old" system. Even the two 
new universities were very conscious of retaining the cross-credits. 
The Bachelor of Business Studies degree of Massey, as indicated, 
was designed to have 10 core papers, six papers in the major and 
five electives. By completing 18 set papers within their degree, stu-
dents, after graduating, can get full cross-credit to the Society. Most 
accounting majors in fact do just that, thereby defeating any prin-
ciple of broad-based education (which with only 5 electives is nar-
row enough anyway). Ex post evaluation of Massey's development 
clearly indicates its desire to obtain these cross-credit arrange-
ments in the planning stages of its degree. With its extensive extra-
mural programme Massey is now the second in size of the univer-
sities. 
The intention of developing Massey extramural university ac-
counting education was to facilitate the degree prerequisite for 
entry to the profession. Massey would have designed, examined 
and monitored the programme with other non-university institutions 
providing close contact classroom tuition. A large number of small-
er cities and towns have institutions such as technical institutes and 
community colleges which provide accountancy education. This 
would have overcome a major objection to the degree prerequisite 
resolution—that many students were unable to attend university be-
cause they resided (for whatever reasons) outside a university 
centre. 
The reaction of universities to recent syllabus changes by the 
Society however has suggested that some accounting departments 
are coming of age. Whereas Otago, under strong leadership, had 
already reacted to the restrictions imposed on any degree pro-
gramme of attempting to retain the full Society cross-credit, other 
universities were also asserting their professional independence. 
Auditing, taxation and subjects such as trustee accounting are seen 
by Otago as purely "professional" requirements and are taught by 
part-time staff as a separate "professional studies" unit.25 
Cross-credit arrangements at Victoria had changed regularly but 
under the present degree structure (see above) full cross-credit 
entails study of papers outside that required for degree status. 
Canterbury, which had conservatively savoured the relationship 
with the NZSA, has also shrugged off the yoke of restrictive subject 
prescriptions set by those who would rather see prepackaged 
economically viable units than widely educated graduates need-
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ing training in specific technical details. In fact, Canterbury 
had disagreed with the Society over its (university's) audit-
ing programme in 1972. They had even been prepared to let 
the Society take the action it threatened—to withdraw cross-credit-
ing arrangements for that subject. Whi le this did not eventuate then 
it is in fact the present situation. It is difficult for any academic who 
has not been subjected to this process of cross-credit assessment 
to appreciate what is involved. It is, no matter from which perspec-
tive it is viewed, a slight on the independence of an academic to 
have his prescription vetted, his examination questions doctored 
and his actual marking-assessment scrutinised. This is despite the 
fact that it is an assumed condition of the employment contract. 
Who can imagine any practitioner relishing the thought of his work 
being checked by someone, not trained or working in the same field, 
to make sure it is of sufficient quality. Academics should all be 
sufficiently qualified before appointment—therefore why cannot 
their professional judgement be relied upon? 
At the same time most (if not all) academics surely want to co-
operate with members of the profession for which they are preparing 
students to enter. This preparation must be more than merely 
making students competent in carrying out a series of technical 
procedures. It must include making students aware of the wider 
commercial and social environment in which professional activities 
will be executed. Rigid course prescriptions to suit cross-credit 
arrangements prohibit this sort of preparation. One can only infer 
that the present dichotomous situation is more suited to the slightly 
schizoid. It is easy to agree with Sinclair when he says: 
. . . the pursuit of original work is usually due to the enthu-
siasm of individuals rather than to any encouragement pro-
vided by conditions in the university itself. That there have 
been distinguished scholars in the university, and some of 
them have stayed, are almost matters for surprise.26 
Graduate Opportunities 
Despite the platitudes about the intimacy and respect between 
university and profession27 the values of the "great silent majority" 
were soon to be aired. In June 1971 members were required to vote 
on an amendment to the Rules which would require, for membership 
of the Society: 
(i) An approved university degree with a major in Ac-
counting or a degree, other than one with a major in 
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Accounting, supplemented by such other studies in 
Accounting as may be approved by Council, and 
(ii) A Uniform Final Examination controlled by the Society, 
taken after the degree, and 
(iii) Three years' approved practical experience. (taken 
from Postal Ballot information sent to every member, 
para. 1) 
This was a second referendum. Four years earlier, in June 1967, the 
matter had arisen. In that instance the requirement was for an ac-
counting major in the degree. The voting actually passed this reso-
lution 2,573 for; 2,464 against. Because of the smallness of the 
majority Council, in their wisdom, had decided to hold the second 
referendum.2 8 Voting in the second referendum reversed the earlier 
result: 2,272 in favour, 3,444 opposed. 
Therefore, despite the fact that many professions in New Zealand 
have a degree prerequisite, as do many overseas accounting 
bodies, the NZSA still does not. This has important ramifications. 
For the profession there is the question of membership reciprocity 
with other national accounting bodies. For the universities it has 
meant the burden of maintaining restrictive prescriptions to con-
tinue the cross-credit arrangement described above. Postgraduate 
university study in accountancy has been slow to develop. In Otago 
postgraduate accounting courses were not offered until 1967,29 at 
Canterbury in 1965,3 0 at Victoria 1956 (only one paper, full pro-
gramme in 1963)31 and at Massey in 1973. At present, from courses 
offered, the largest programmes exist at Massey and Auckland. 
Growth in the number of postgraduate studies has been slow. 
Whi le there have been several masterates and doctorates awarded 
in commerce the majority of these has been in economics. Once 
again Sinclair's comments are apposite: 
The university provides a good undergraduate training; 
its best students help feed the great post-graduate schools 
abroad. 3 2 
The NZSA also has a "postgraduate" division—its Cost and Man-
agement division. Full cross-credit from university courses to these 
requirements exists at Massey and other universities. These courses 
are, however, not university postgraduate courses. 
Conclusion 
The development of university education in accounting in New 
Zealand is interesting as it has developed closely with the profes-
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sion. Its early development exemplif ies the benefits of a profession's 
pressure on the university system providing the motivation for such 
development. Because of traditional barriers to new subjects, the 
profession's pressure in the early years of this century was, in fact, 
largely responsible for accountancy's academic acceptance. 
With the subject being taught by staff in economics departments 
the Society provided a very necessary watchdog. On the other hand, 
this was very much in the interests of the profession. Therefore, so 
long as the profession remained actively engaged in improving the 
standard of accounting education its influence was beneficial. This 
was in fact the situation until the 1950s. On the other hand, the lack 
of maturity of the discipline of accounting until then may not have 
significantly affected this relationship. 
When the Society felt threatened by change in the system with 
the devolution of the University of New Zealand the influence 
worsened. The insistence on certain aspects of the prescriptions 
has severely restricted innovation in those prescriptions. Unfortu-
nately, a great many of the developments in accounting that have 
taken place have taken some time to be incorporated into course 
prescriptions. Only now are the universities realising that it is to 
their advantage to develop academical ly sound programmes based 
on understanding of their own requirements rather than the insis-
tence of outside bodies. 
History often provides a basis for future decision making. The re-
currence of identical situations is not possible. However, very often 
there are events which are closely parallel to past occasions. Analy-
sis of the former can result in the problems and errors of past 
actions being avoided. In 1974, the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants (AICPA) appointed the Board on Standards for 
Programs and Schools of Professional Accounting. This Board was 
charged to "identify those standards that, when satisfied by a 
school, would justify its recognition by the accounting profession."33 
The motives of the AICPA are clear. Schools are required to meet 
standards of education set by the AICPA. The standards for Pro-
fessional Accounting Education contained in the Final Report of the 
Board are admirable. They are designed to set out the need for 
broadly-based, wel l -educated accounting graduates. However, it is 
likely that in satisfying the profession's needs the schools are going 
to lose a degree of independence. 
In a situation where professional "needs" are restricted to ful-
filling short-run requirements, the schools will become severely 
constricted. The analysis of the New Zealand accounting education 
system above has demonstrated that this sort of situation may very 
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well occur. It suggests a possible outcome of an overly strong in-
f luence of the profession in the education of accountants. As such 
it can provide an example of pitfalls to be avoided. 
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T E X A S A & M UNIVERSITY 
THE EVOLUTION OF APB OPINION NO. 17 
ACCOUNTING FOR INTANGIBLE ASSETS; 
A STUDY OF THE U.S. POSITION ON 
ACCOUNTING FOR GOODWILL 
Abstract: The paper traces the development of the current valuation concept of 
goodwill from 1900 to 1970, when the present position was articulated. The paper 
suggests that there may be alternative bases for goodwill valuation and concludes 
that additional research is needed on the subject. 
One of the most del icate and difficult problems in accounting 
today is the valuation of goodwill. The profession's current position 
on this subject is contained in Accounting Principles Board Opinion 
No. 171 which concludes that (a) only the cost of intangible assets, 
including goodwill, acquired from other enterprises or individuals 
should be recorded on the books, (b) the amount paid represents 
the proper valuation basis for the goodwill (i.e., the traditional his-
toric cost principle is applicable), and (c) goodwill, once recorded 
on the books, should be amortized systematically to income over a 
period not to exceed forty years. 
The purpose of this paper is to trace the development of this 
position in the United States from 1900 to 1970. Such a historical 
review suggests that, in the past, although we have tried and re-
jected various alternative concepts of goodwill valuation, there may 
be alternative valuation bases for goodwill which will make today's 
financial statements containing goodwill more meaningful. 
The organization of the paper partitions the t ime period 1900 to 
1970, into four periods, as follows: 
1900 to 1932 
1932 to 1944 
1944 to 1957 
1957 to 1970. 
The reason for this partitioning is that (a) 1932 represents the date 
of entry of the American Institute of Accountants (now, American 
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Institute of Certified Public Accountants) into the accounting stan-
dard setting arena; (b) Accounting Research Bulletin No. 242 was 
issued in 1944; (c) Accounting Research Bulletin No. 483 was issued 
in 1957; and (d) Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 174 was 
issued in 1970, reflecting the current position on the subject. These 
events represent major changes in viewing goodwill valuation and 
so make convenient punctuation marks for this review. 
In each of these t ime periods, several views on goodwill were 
articulated and debated. A catalog of these sometimes opposing 
views, classified according to the temporal partitioning just de-
scribed, results in a useful chronological taxonomy of issues for 
tracing the development in the United States of the present position 
with respect to accounting for goodwill. (See Table 1.) 
Table 1 
A Chronological Taxonomy of Issues Relating to Goodwill 
Time Period Issue(s) 
1900-1932 1(a) Is goodwill a personal characteristic of an owner 
of a business entity or can goodwill be associ-
ated with the business entity, independent of 
owner characteristics? 
1(b) Does goodwill of an unincorporated entity differ 
from goodwill of a corporation? 
2 Is goodwill a "respectable" asset or is it some-
thing to be disposed of as quickly as possible? 
3(a) Does goodwill diminish in value with use (i.e., is 
it consumed by use) or does it retain its value 
until some external event signals a diminution 
of value? 
3(b) Is goodwill related to past "good works" or is it 
the result of expected superior future earnings? 
1932-1944 1(a) Should goodwill that is related to a specific 
asset or process be given different accounting 
treatment from goodwill that is not so related? 
1(b) Do some types of goodwill have a limited useful 
life, while others have unlimited useful life? 
2 Is purchased goodwill different from internally 
generated goodwill? 
3 Is it appropriate to value goodwill in a business 
combination by "dif ference" (i.e., by computing 
the excess of the amount paid over the fair 
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Time Period Issue(s) 
market value of the tangible and identifiable in-
tangible assets of the acquired entity, less the 
liabilities of the acquired entity at date of com-
bination)? 
1944-1957 1 Is goodwill in a business combination different 
from (a) other purchased goodwill, and (b) in-
ternally created goodwill? 
1957-1970 1 Is internally developed goodwill the same as 
goodwill acquired from other enterprises by pur-
chase? (See Issue 2; 1932-1944, above.) 
2(a) Is the fair market value of assets given in a 
purchase combination the best basis for valua-
tion of the acquired entity? 
2(b) If so, is the fair market value of shares issued 
in a business combination the best basis for 
valuation of the acquired entity? 
2(c) Relatedly, is the fair market value of securities 
issued in a business combination equal to the 
fair value of net amounts received? 
2(d) Is goodwill acquired in a business combination 
properly calculated by "dif ference." (See Issue 
3; 1932-1944, above.) 
3 Do certain types of business combinations exist 
in which no recognizable goodwill exists? (See 
Issue 1; 1944-1957, above.) 
4(a) If goodwill is to be recognized in the accounts, 
should it be amortized to income systematically, 
written off only when evidence of diminution of 
value occurs, or written off immediately against 
contributed capital? 
4(b) If goodwill is to be amortized to income, over 
what t ime period should amortization occur? 
(See Issue 1(b); 1932-1944, above.) 
Accounting Principles for Goodwill Prior to 1932 
Prior to 1900, some authorities recognized the existence of a 
valuable characteristic of a business proprietor who enjoyed the 
respect and confidence of the community in which he lived and 
worked. Being personal in nature, this value was not considered 
to be transferable upon the sale of the business entity; nor was the 
value of the characteristic considered to be diminished by success-
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ful operation of the business entity.5 The notion that goodwill can-
not be purchased but rather must be earned by the right dealings 
and good moral character of the proprietor is in accord with this 
view.6 
Around the beginning of the Twentieth Century, corporate good-
will as an asset of a business entity became recognized when busi-
nesses were sold as entities for amounts which exceeded the sum 
of the fair market values of the individual tangible assets of the 
entities. This excess was considered as a payment to the former 
proprietor(s) for the goodwill of the business and, in order to 
initially record the new proprietor's or partners' capital account(s) 
at the total amount paid, goodwill was recorded as an asset on the 
books of the resulting entity. It was common practice, however, to 
immediately write the goodwill off against the proprietor's or part-
ners' capital accounts(s), perhaps in accordance with the earlier 
view that goodwill was personal in nature and therefore not really 
a proper business asset.7 
Of course, the easiest solution to the problem was to insure that 
goodwill was never created. In the case of goodwill arising in con-
solidation, this could have been accomplished in one of two ways. 
The first was to always record the investment in a subsidiary at the 
net book value of the tangible assets of the subsidiary, treating the 
difference between this value and the appraised values of the net 
tangible assets of the subsidiary as additions to or reductions from 
existing paid-in capital (capital contributed in excess of par) on the 
books of the parent holding company. Montgomery recommended 
this treatment in the case of negative goodwill (i.e., in those cases 
where net book value of tangible assets acquired exceeded the fair 
market value of the consideration given): 
It cannot be said, however, that good accounting practice 
requires that the book values of tangible property be 
written down when holding companies pay less than book 
value for shares purchased. There is ample authority for 
crediting capital surplus in the consolidated balance 
sheets with the excess of book value over cost, except 
when good-will [sic] is carried at a sufficient amount to 
absorb the excess.8 
Hence, according to Montgomery, negative goodwill never needed 
to be created in consolidation. 
The second way to avoid goodwill was to always value the tan-
gible assets acquired in a bulk purchase at the fair market value of 
the consideration given, thereby leaving no excess to be assigned 
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to the intangible goodwill. This was the method recommended by 
Montgomery in those cases where the fair market value of the con-
sideration given exceeded the net book value of the assets acquired. 
The payment of more than book value means that book 
values are understated and should be adjusted, or (as is 
usually the case) there has been a payment for good-will 
[sic]; in such cases the consolidated balance sheet should 
show the facts. It is not proper nor necessary to deduct the 
excess from surplus. . . . The auditor may find it necessary 
to insist on a readjustment in cases where a consolidated 
balance sheet fails to reflect the reasonable value of assets 
owned by a subsidiary.9 
Two observations are in order regarding this suggested pro-
cedure. First, Montgomery did not recommend the same treat-
ment for positive goodwill as he did for negative goodwill; i.e., he 
did not recommend as "proper nor necessary" a reduction of con-
tributed capital by the excess of fair market value of consideration 
given over net book value of subsidiary net assets acquired. Al-
though the text does not specifically mention the reason for being 
willing to create contributed capital on the one hand, but not being 
willing to reduce contributed capital on the other, one would sur-
mise that the reason was an unwillingness to reduce the protection 
afforded creditors by equity investment of the business. 
Second, Montgomery was not clear as to the basis for treat-
ment of the excess, thereby allowing the possibility for avoiding 
positive goodwill by an upward revaluation of net tangible assets 
acquired. As a practical matter, the practice of allocating the total 
value of acquisition consideration to net tangible assets acquired 
was prevalent, particularly in the accounts of public utilities. 
In the case of public companies whose purchase included a pay-
ment for goodwill, the English Companies Act prohibited the re-
duction of contributed capital accounts, since the amounts reported 
as contributed capital were to be preserved for the protection of 
creditors. Thus, accountants for such public companies were re-
quired to carry purchased goodwill as an asset forever, unless it 
was to be amortized against income.1 0 The more traditional view of 
goodwill (e.g., that the value of goodwill did not diminish with use) 
dictated that the asset goodwill should not be amortized against 
future income.11 An opposing view, however, suggested that the 
business asset goodwill was purchased in anticipation of superior 
future earnings and should therefore be amortized against those 
earnings in periods subsequent to the purchase/sa le of the entity.12 
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Accounting Principles for Goodwill During the Period 1932 to 1944 
By 1932, agreement had not been reached between these op-
posing views, and a wide variety of practices existed ranging from 
nonamortization to amortization against future income, paid-in 
capital, a n d / o r retained earnings. Debate over this issue continued 
for several decades after 1932. The idea that it is desirable to "get 
rid" of goodwill as soon as possible prevailed as late as 1938 as 
follows: 
The writing off of such intangible assets as goodwill evokes 
scarcely any protest, even when it is recognized that sub-
stantial goodwill exists. The general distrust of goodwill 
and the knowledge that it has been widely used to capi-
talize exaggerated expectations of future earnings leave 
an almost universal feeling that the balance sheet looks 
stronger without it . . . nobody seems to regret its dis-
appearance when accomplished by methods which fully 
disclose the circumstances.1 3 
In 1936, the courts were called upon to deal with a problem in 
utility accounting that resulted in excessive rates being charged to 
the public. Apparently, utilities would purchase plant assets from 
other utilities at prices in excess of fair market values (and historic 
cost values) of the assets, thereby increasing the amount of their 
asset base, as well as increasing future depreciation write-offs, for 
rate-making purposes. 
With regard to this practice, the court held in 1936 in American 
Telephone and Telegraph Co. et. al. v. United States et. al., 299 
U.S. 232, that: (1) The proper basis for valuation of a tangible asset 
acquired from another utility was "original" cost, which was in-
terpreted to mean the original cost of the asset when first dedi-
cated to service by any utility; (2) Excess amounts over "original" 
cost paid by one utility to another to acquire such tangible assets 
had to be segregated in the records of the acquiring utility; (3) The 
subsequent disposition of the excess amounts was governed by the 
circumstances, viz., (a) if the amount is considered as fictitious, it 
was to be written off against capital accounts immediately, (b) if 
the amount was considered as being directly related to a specific 
tangible asset, it should be amortized over the life of that specific 
related asset, and (c) if the amount was not fictitious and was not 
directly related to any specific tangible asset, the amount could 
either remain an asset or be amortized, either against income, to 
operating expenses, or against invested capital, whichever treat-
ment appeared appropriate in the circumstances. 
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It is interesting that this position was taken in a court decision 
rather than by the Committee on Accounting Procedure, perhaps 
reflecting the fact that the Committee being only two years old at 
the time, had not yet developed the ability to deal with the issues 
of the day. Indeed, the accounting profession did not officially take 
a position until December, 1944, when Accounting Research Bulle-
tin No. 241 4 was released. 
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 24 dealt solely with purchased 
goodwill (i.e., the Bulletin ignored treatment of internally created 
goodwill) and established the proper valuation basis for purchased 
goodwill as cost. For this purpose, the cost of goodwill in consolida-
tion was described as the excess of the amount paid (either the 
amount of cash given or the fair market value of the shares issued, 
as of the date of the combination) over the fair market value (usually 
based upon appraisal values at date of combination) of the tangible 
assets of the acquired entity, less the liabilities of the acquired 
entity at date of combination. Thus, the propriety of valuing good-
will by "dif ference" rather than based upon some present value 
calculation, discounting expected excess future earnings, was 
established. Further, the amount paid was taken to be the "fair 
market value of the assets acquired net of liabilities, or the fair 
market value of the consideration given, whichever is more clearly 
evident." The presumption was that these two values will be equal 
in an arm's-length exchange. 
With respect to guidelines for subsequent amortization of pur-
chased goodwill, Accounting Research Bulletin No. 24 recognized 
two types of goodwi l l—one with definitely limited useful life and 
another without a definitely limited useful life. The former type of in-
tangible (referred to as a "type a" intangible) was to be amortized 
to income over the estimated life of the intangible, while the latter 
type (referred to as a "type b" intangible) was to be carried in-
definitely in the accounts until some evidence of a restriction of the 
useful life of the asset was noted. When such a restriction was 
noted, it became proper to amortize the intangible against income 
or, if such amortization would result in distortions in income, a 
partial write-down to earned surplus (retained earnings) was per-
mitted. 
Finally, the pronouncement did not prohibit the initial write-off 
of goodwill against a contributed capital account but strongly dis-
couraged the practice. Thus, considerable latitude was left to the 
accountant in deciding upon the proper disposition of a "type b" 
intangible. 
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The major criticism of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 24 was 
that the issue of the proper disposition of goodwill subsequent to 
purchase was not finally settled by the pronouncement. The latitude 
allowed in practice resulted in a wide diversity of practices with 
regard to subsequent disposition of goodwill, with only a minority 
of companies electing subsequent amortization against future in-
come. This should not be entirely unexpected, since the amortiza-
tion of goodwill was not allowed for income tax purposes, and elec-
tion to amortize in the accounts against future income would have 
produced a reduction in accounting income without corresponding 
tax benefit. 
Accounting Principles for Goodwill During the Period 1944 to 1957 
Minor modifications to accounting principles for goodwill were 
effected in 1953 with the publication of Accounting Research Bulle-
tin No. 43,15 a revision and restatement of prior bulletins issued by 
the Committee on Accounting Procedure. Chapter V of Accounting 
Research Bulletin No. 43 prohibited the lump sum write-off of good-
will at acquisition against either contributed capital or retained 
earnings, removing the option for this treatment allowed under the 
previous pronouncement. Write-down subsequent to acquisition 
was allowed, however, when a permanent decline in value of the 
asset occurred and when the charging of the amount of the write-
down to income would not unreasonably distort income. The amor-
tization of a "type b" intangible (i.e., one with unlimited life) re-
mained optional, as had been the case under Accounting Research 
Bulletin No. 24.16 
The seven-year period prior to 1957 did not settle the controversy 
over the proper disposition of goodwill, once it was placed upon 
the books of a company. Removal of the option of immediate write-
off to stockholders' equity effectively reduced the question as to 
whether or not the asset should be amortized against future income, 
and this issue was debated in the literature of the period. 
Emerging from this controversy was disagreement over the im-
portance of the distinction between purchased and nonpurchased 
goodwill, i.e., goodwill acquired by purchase in a business combi-
nation and goodwill generated by continuing good management of 
an already-existing business entity. One point of view held that 
there should be no fundamental difference in the accounting treat-
ments of either type of goodwill and argued that it would be im-
proper to amortize either type of goodwill in the absence of evi-
dence of decline in the value of that goodwill, since the goodwill 
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being consumed was being replaced by new goodwill resulting from 
the ongoing efforts of good management. Failure to recognize the 
replacement of such goodwill as income, while recognizing the 
wasting of purchased goodwill, would therefore be inconsistent. 
The opposing point of view argued that, since the recording of pur-
chased goodwill is justifiable only in accordance with the concept 
of historic cost and recognition of nonpurchased goodwill would 
require recognition of income prior to realization, purchased and 
nonpurchased goodwill are conceptually different things. The logi-
cal continuation of this argument is that, since the raison d'etre for 
recognition of purchased goodwill is the historic cost principle, this 
cost should be amortized against the superior future earnings which 
were purchased. (See Emery1 7 for a good synopsis of these oppos-
ing points of view.) 
Accounting Principles for Goodwill During the Period 1957 to 1970 
Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 17,18 issued simulta-
neously with Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 16,19 on Busi-
ness Combinations, expressed the prevailing feeling of the account-
ing profession with respect to the above controversy. In summary, 
the Board recommended that the cost of intangible assets acquired 
from other enterprises should be recorded as assets, while the cost 
In internally developed, maintained, or restored intangibles not 
specifically identifiable to a particular process or property right 
should be charged to expense when incurred. For this purpose, cost 
should be the amount of cash paid, the fair value of noncash assets 
given, the present value of liabilities assumed, or the fair value of 
the consideration received for stock issued. 
With respect to this latter rule in the case of assets acquired by 
the issuance of stock, Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 16, 
paragraph 67,2 0 gave tacit approval to substituting the fair value of 
securities issued for the fair value of assets received when the latter 
value is difficult to determine. The presumption is that the fair value 
of securities issued equals the fair value of assets received and, 
therefore, this alternative valuation yardstick solves the practical 
problem of having to rely upon subjective valuations of assets where 
no ready market provides reliable estimates of current market value. 
It is interesting that this traditional assumption has been retained 
in Opinion Nos. 16 and 17, in light of prior criticism of the practice, 
discussed below. 
The Board further asserted that all recorded costs of intangible 
assets should be amortized over some period in the future, not to 
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exceed forty years. In setting this rule, the Board recognized that 
some intangibles are identifiable with specific processes or property 
rights and these should be amortized over the estimated useful life 
of such processes or property rights. On the other hand, other in-
tangibles, such as goodwill, may not be so specifically identifiable. 
They should, however, be amortized; the only question is "over how 
long a period of t ime?" The selection of a forty-year maximum ap-
pears arbitrary, intended to provide an outside time period in which 
to remove the cost of the asset from the books. 
Accounting Research Study No. 1021 appeared in 1968. This study 
(1) supports the position taken earlier by Arthur Wyatt in Account-
ing Research Study No. 52 2 that pooling of interests, as a practical 
matter, is not a valid concept; (2) therefore suggests that goodwill 
will be present in nearly all business combinations; (3) further sug-
gests that all assets, including goodwill, in a business combination 
should be recognized at their fair value at date of combination; (4) 
that the fair value of goodwill in a combination should be deter-
mined "by difference," in accordance with conventional practice; 
(5) further, since there is no conceptual difference between exter-
nally purchased and internally created goodwill, there is no justifi-
cation for amortization of purchased goodwill against future income; 
and (6) that purchased goodwill, due to its intangible nature and 
resulting instability of value through time, should be written off im-
mediately at date of merger against contributed capital. The prac-
tical result of these recommendations is that the study supports the 
concept of a fair value pooling, as outlined by Wyatt. 
Reaction against Accounting Research Study No. 10 was swift 
and decisive. The study was attacked for being too broad in scope, 
therefore asserting conclusions which were unsupported by the 
study, for recommending nonamortization of goodwill, and for ex-
pressing opposition to the concept of pooling of interests. 
One criticism of the study is worthy of more than passing note— 
this being the observations of Homer Kripke, a nonaccountant, on 
the subject of initial valuation of goodwill in a business combination 
consummated solely by the exchange of shares. Specifically, Mr. 
Kripke asserts that ". . . the heart of the study is the repeated as-
sertion that stock is just a substitute for cash, and most acquiring 
companies could have sold the stock issued in an acquisition for 
cash equal to the quoted market. The heart of my disagreement with 
the study is my conviction that this is not so."2 3 
In addition to Accounting Research Study No. 10, many other 
scholarly publications suggest that accounting for goodwill, as 
presently defined, carries unrealistic valuation implications into the 
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process of financial reporting. Edwards and Bell,24 for example, 
suggested in 1960 that the valuation of the firm (and therefore the 
valuation of the goodwill of the firm) is a subjective judgment which 
depends upon the perception of the judge. Further, they suggest 
that there are several different measures of this value. In the case 
of a company being sold as a going concern, it must be that the 
market's perception of the value of the firm must exceed manage-
ment's perception of the value of the firm, or the firm would not be 
sold. Hence, the actual price paid in the combination must fall 
somewhere between these two value judgments. 
The conclusion from this argument must be that, since both man-
agement's and the market's perception of the value of the firm are 
both subjective and different in absolute amount, the difference 
must lie in some perceptual error in the respective measurement 
processes. Further, since the actual price of the exchange, whether 
paid in cash or in securities, is merely the result of bargaining be-
tween these two subjective values, there is no reason to presume 
that this measurement error is not a part of the valuation process. 
Any valuation of goodwill resulting from this process must there-
fore also be subjective and subject to measurement error. 
Further insight regarding the reliability of share market prices 
for valuing the firm and its goodwill may be gleaned from a review 
of the efficient capital markets literature, resulting largely from 
research in the field of f inance during the 1960s. Essentially, this 
research is directed at testing the proposition that capital markets 
are efficient at impounding the effects of information about firms 
into the security prices of those firms. One implication of this prop-
osition is that, if the market is not efficient in impounding new in-
formation, the share price of the firm's securities may not be a 
reliable measurement of the value of the firm. 
The efficient capital market hypothesis in the strong form is of 
particular interest in this study. In this form, the hypothesis holds 
that security prices of large, publicly traded companies will reflect 
not only publicly available information, but private, or "insider," in-
formation as well. Empirical evidence in support of the hypothesis 
in this form is less than conclusive. Thus, one must question the 
propriety of assuming that the share price of securities in an or-
ganized, public capital market properly reflects the value of the 
firm at any given point in time. One's concern over this point must 
increase when dealing with a smaller firm whose shares are not 
traded regularly in an organized market. 
This traditional stance with respect to goodwill adopted by the 
Accounting Principles Board in 1970 (i.e., the reaffirmation of ac-
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countability for only purchased goodwill as an asset, valued on a 
historic cost basis, plus the requirement for amortization against 
future income from such assets) is indicative of the extent to which 
the concepts of traditional historic cost and revenue realization 
were accepted in 1970. This is apparent when one reviews the sub-
stantial number of comments by responsible people in opposition 
to this view during the period 1957 to 1970 and when one examines 
many of the combinations of the late 1960s in which goodwill values 
were generated by exchange of shares in ratios which yielded 
questionable goodwill values, at best.25 
It is extremely interesting that, even in the face of this rather im-
pressive body of evidence to the contrary, the Accounting Principles 
Board maintained the profession's traditional posture toward good-
will in Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 17. Perhaps the 
reason for this stance is the lack of properly researched alternative 
views of goodwill. If so, it would appear that research is urgently 
needed to develop alternative valuation methods for goodwill. 
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Abstract: The development of auditing standards in Australia occurred in three 
phases. The primary professional initiatives have come from the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in Australia. 
The first phase was marked by F. E. Trigg's presentation to the Australian Con-
gress on Accounting in 1948. In this work Trigg relied heavily on English practice 
and thought. 
The second phase was largely a period of inactivity so far as auditing standards 
were concerned because of concern for other matters of greater urgency. 
The third phase was marked by the adoption of Amer ican ideas and, partly in 
response to continuing criticism of accounting, a commitment to the continuing 
review of auditing standards. 
Introduction 
The development of auditing standards and the formal documen-
tation of them has involved a significant effort by the Australian 
accountancy profession since the early 1950's. The initial effort to 
formalise these standards was largely contributed by one man. The 
study of these developments provides an insight into the trend to-
wards a change in the source of international influence on profes-
sional concepts and practices in Australia. Evidence is provided of 
a change from English to American practice as the basis of 
Australian developments. 
Central to this study is the recognition by the profession of its 
responsibility to identify, codify, and document these standards for 
the use of its members. Auditing standards provide guidelines to 
assist auditors in exercising their professional judgment. In the event 
of litigation involving the auditor, auditing standards provide a basis 
The authors are particularly grateful for detailed comments made on an earlier 
draft by Mr. F. E. Trigg, formerly senior partner, Price Waterhouse & Co., Sydney. 
The authors remain responsible for any views of interpretation contained herein. 
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on which to determine the appropriate level of skill and care which 
could reasonably have been expected of the auditor in particular 
situations. Auditing standards should be recognized as differing 
from auditing procedures. The Statement of Auditing Standards 
presently applicable in Australia provides the following definitions. 
Auditing Standards are basic principles governing the 
auditor's professional responsibilities which he must exer-
cise in the course of his audit and in reporting the results 
thereof. These apply to every audit. Statements of Audit-
ing Practice, issued for the guidance of members, differ 
from Statements of Auditing Standards. Practice State-
ments are concerned with the detailed work or acts which 
the auditor must carry out to observe the Auditing Stan-
dards. They may be varied to meet the requirements of 
each audit engagement. They do not extend, or limit, the 
application of the Standards. 
The historical development of auditing standards in Australia can 
be regarded as having occurred in three phases. The initial phase 
commences with the Australian Congress on Accounting held in 
Sydney in 1948. The second phase is marked by a change in the 
relevant organisational structure in the Institute of Chartered Ac-
countants in Australia ( ICAA) in 1956. The third and final phase is 
marked by the issue in 1969 of a statement of auditing standards 
by the ICAA which differed markedly from its predecessors. It is this 
document which remains as the foundation of presently applicable 
auditing standards. 
Professional Background 
Before proceeding to explain how the formal statement of audit-
ing standards came about, it is useful to explain briefly the struc-
ture of the Australian accountancy profession2 to international 
readers. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia3 ( ICAA) 
received its Royal Charter fifty years ago and has grown to about 
10,000 members predominantly engaged in public practice. The 
ICAA members also have a near monopoly on the audit of com-
panies whose securities are traded on the stock exchanges. The 
Australian Society of Accountants (ASA),4 formed by an amalgama-
tion of antecedent groups in 1953, now has about 40,000 members 
predominantly employed in industry, commerce, and government. 
The Australian Accountancy Research Foundation (AARF) is 
jointly sponsored by the ICAA and the ASA. The move to establish 
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the AARF can be traced on one hand to discussions at the Twelfth 
Annual Congress of the Australian Chartered Accountants' Research 
Society that led to a call for the establishment of a research division 
of the ICAA with a full-time research director and staff. At the same 
time, the ASA became particularly aware of the need to formulate 
guides to accounting that would overcome some of the public 
criticism of the accounting profession at that t ime and especially 
the criticism made by government-appointed inspectors of the major 
company failures of the period.5 Discussions commenced in March 
1964 between officials of the ICAA and ASA, and the AARF was 
formed in 1965.6 It was the first positive attempt by the two profes-
sional bodies to cooperate on an important project. 
The Early Period 1948-1955 
It was to be expected that the ICAA, with a high proportion of 
members involved in public accountancy work, should show more 
concern for developing auditing standards. The early standards 
were developed by the ICAA without the aid of, or reference to, the 
ASA or its antecedents. In May 1942 the General Council of the 
ICAA set up a Research Co-ordination Committee. This committee 
"proposed the following year to launch a series of recommenda-
tions on auditing standards and procedures, the subject on which 
the Institute had been invited to prepare a paper for the forthcoming 
Australian Congress on Accounting."7 F. E. Trigg was invited to 
prepare and deliver this paper which was titled "Contemporary 
Auditing Practice." In it he urged the professional bodies to "give 
unmistakable leads as to what is best (auditing) practice. . . ."8 Trigg 
considered that the general principles of professional auditing prac-
tice were not generally understood in Australia; and even where 
they were understood, they were not, as a rule, applied in practice.9 
Trigg was a senior practitioner with sufficient exper ience in the 
profession to make a reasoned assessment of the state of accoun-
tancy and auditing in Australia. In considering his subsequent con-
tribution to the formulation of auditing standards, it is instructive to 
quote his view of auditing in the forties in a recent reflection on that 
period. 
The approach to professional auditing in the forties was, 
in a large measure, unintelligent. Books were checked and 
t icked in a stereotyped fashion—the "tick and turn-over 
method" it was called. This method of course achieved 
little. Very few audits were planned as to their scope and 
character—that is to say, based on the auditor's knowl-
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edge of a company's business, how the business was 
organized, the state of accounting and so on, and still less 
on the auditor's evaluation of the company's system of in-
ternal control. In short the entire approach to professional 
auditing had to be changed and uplifted.10 
Trigg's views of the state of affairs were further reinforced by the 
work undertaken by the Research Coordination Committee of the 
ICAA. The result was that the General Council of the ICAA re-
quested Trigg to produce a statement. Trigg found little enthusiasm 
for the task amongst his fellow accountants, and the result was his 
own individual effort. 
Trigg is emphatic that his purpose was "to state general prin-
ciples which should have been recognised and accepted throughout 
the profession"11 and that references to auditing procedures were 
deliberately excluded. Trigg viewed principles as governing pro-
cedures in practice while he regarded standards as defining a pre-
scribed level of performance. His work became the direct ancestor 
of present day statements on auditing standards even though it was 
issued in 1951 by the ICAA under the title of Recommendations on 
General Principles of Professional Auditing Practice. With Trigg's 
dismal view of Australian practice already quoted, it is hardly sur-
prising that he found the inspiration for his work overseas, specifi-
cally in England. The document covered the distinction between 
principles and detailed audit procedures; the nature of accounts 
and the auditors' responsibilities, particularly the duty to exercise 
reasonable care and skill; the general principles governing an audit 
and its approach; and the practical implication of general prin-
ciples.12 
In the USA the Securities and Exchange Commission had in 1939 
sought the inclusion in the auditor's report of a representation as to 
compliance with generally accepted auditing standards.1 3 By 1948 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) had 
formally adopted ten broad requirements for audits of financial 
statements. These American requirements were in no way reflected 
in Trigg's document, which clearly did not rely on the American 
example. Nor did Trigg's document depend on a similar document 
from England, because we have been unable to trace any formal 
statement by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England 
and Wales ( ICAEW) prior to 1961.14 
Trigg relied heavily on his personal knowledge of English prac-
tice. Trigg was known to be a vocal advocate of the view that the 
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English model was best in other areas, including company law, 
except where different conditions justified departure from the 
English model. This tendency to follow the English model rested on 
a more substantial base than any residual colonial inferiority. Trigg 
considered that there was a high standard of auditing in England. 
That came about for various reasons—the requirements 
and standard of examinations for admission to the Institute 
and the complex and highly organised business and finan-
cial activity in England. There the auditor's practice was 
much more complicated and specialised than it was in 
Australia. . . .15 
Trigg's references to English practice was attuned to the attitudes 
of the membership of the ICAA. There was a strong English influence 
within the ICAA. The evolution of the ICAA was closely aided by the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales ( ICAEW). 
In 1928, the ICAA became the first accountancy body outside the 
British Isles to receive a Royal Charter. This occurred with the con-
sent of the ICAEW. The ICAA founders were very proud of this 
Royal Charter. In the 1940's, the founders who had sought this 
charter were dominant among members of the General Council, 
which gave final approval to pronouncements. In 1949 the president 
of the ICAA still referred to the ICAEW as the parent body.1 6 It is 
hardly surprising that under this environment the ICAA placed a 
lot of credence in English views. There was also the very practical 
justification of recognising the much larger resources available to 
the ICAEW. "Trigg believed that the profession should draw on the 
more mature professional experience of the English Institute, which 
was an older and larger body than the Australian Institute."17 It 
was a commonly shared belief that the ICAA did not have available 
the resources to do this work on its own. The willingness to adopt 
the results of the efforts of the ICAEW was demonstrated in a closely 
related area. The ICAA pronouncements on accounting practice 
were generally identical with and copied from an English equivalent. 
An example of this is the 1946 Australian "Recommendat ions on 
Accounting Principles," which retained the substance and, in most 
respects, the detail of the earlier English recommendations. In 1954 
the Trigg document was revised as a result of a number of sugges-
tions and comments made by practicing members of the ICAA.1 8 
The Research Coordination Committee, which had been charged 
with developing these standards, was terminated two years later. 
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The Static Period 1956-1969 
Over the next few years there were technical papers written and 
lectures given by practitioners on the subject of auditing standards. 
However, the formal activities of the ICAA appear to have remained 
static in respect to auditing standards while other matters including 
accounting standards (or principles as they were then designated) 
received attention. 
The Research Coordination Committee was replaced by the Re-
search and Service Foundation in 1956.19 The Committee on the 
Whole Future of the Accountancy Profession was charged with re-
viewing the ICAA role in the future development of the accountancy 
profession. In 1964 the General Council received a report from this 
committee which "proposed the creation of two committees, one on 
accounting principles and the other on auditing practice, both with 
authority to make pronouncements in the name of the Institute."20 
This recommendation was rejected however, by the General Council 
which decided to consolidate both functions into a single committee 
and call it the Accounting Principles and Auditing Practice Com-
mittee (AP&AP Committee).2 1 Very little in the way of auditing pro-
nouncements was achieved by the AP&AP Committee. It was a com-
mittee of busy men, whose primary concern was the continued 
development of accounting principles. This concern was spurred 
on by government inspectors who had been making comments 
critical of accounting practices and the accounting profession in 
reports of company failures.22 The financial press had joined in this 
criticism, adding further urgency to the work. A new structure re-
sulted from a recommendation of the Development and Planning 
Committee appointed by the ICAA General Council in 1966. Its 
recommendations followed discussions with Sir Henry Benson and 
C. A. Evan-Jones, the President and Secretary respectively, of the 
ICAEW on the ICAEW's organisational structure and committee 
system. The work of the AP&AP Committee and the Management 
Committee of the Research and Service Foundation was split be-
tween two new committees called Research and Technical , respec-
tively. "The Technical Committee, chaired by F. E. Trigg, was asked 
to keep under review the standards of technical performance of 
members generally in the exercise of their professional skills and 
to prepare statements (for submission to General Council) for the 
guidance or assistance of members." 2 3 As a result the Technical 
Committee issued the practice statements of "Qualif ication of 
Auditors Reports," in 1967 with an amended version appearing in 
1968, while "Auditors Reports on Group Accounts" appeared in 
1968. 
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More important, however, in the tracing of the development of 
auditing standards, was the issue in 1969 of a revision of the "State-
ment on General Principles of Professional Auditing Practice." This 
revision was again prepared by F. E. Trigg and replaced the earlier 
statements issued in 1951 and amended in 1954. The revision was 
designated, "C1, Statement of General Principles of Professional 
Auditing Practice." Paragraph 17 of this statement reflected the 
view that professional practice may have been deficient but that 
there was sufficient evidence available of what auditing practice 
should be like. It declared, "No fundamental changes in the general 
principles of auditing which underlie the planning and carrying out 
of sound auditing procedure has occurred over the passing years." 
The statement however did discuss the subject of auditing stan-
dards more fully than previous statements in an attempt to provide 
more guidelines for the auditor in the discharge of his duties. Two 
further reasons were advanced why progress in the development of 
auditing standards was not spectacular during the 1954-69 period. 
On the one hand, the profession has perhaps relied too 
much on the somewhat subjective standards in the exercise 
of skill and judgement rather than codified standards. On 
the other, the sheer pressure on the resources of the pro-
fession has imposed a limit on what can be accom-
plished.24 
1968 On, the Turn Towards America 
In the later part of 1969, the ICAA's Development and Planning 
Committee was responsible for the replacement of the Research 
and Technical Committees with a new pair of committees known 
as the Accounting Principles Committee and the Professional Stan-
dards Committee.2 5 This has occurred because it was concluded that 
the drafting and vetting of proposed pronouncements should not be 
divided between two committees. Other events were occurring which 
would shape happenings in the 1970's. During the 1960's through 
domestic growth and the influx of overseas capital (especially from 
America) , commerce in Australia was becoming more complex. 
There was also a gradual but inevitable change in Australia's inter-
national trading relationships away from Europe and towards the 
Pacific basin. 
Investment in [the] three forms—ownership of shares or 
debentures in Australian companies by oversea companies 
or individuals; inter-company accounts involving assets in 
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Australia of branches of oversea companies [shows this 
trend]. The United Kingdom's portion of these totals has 
fallen from about two-thirds in the 1960s to around 2 5 % 
in the 'seventies. The United States accounts for about 
3 0 % and a smaller amount comes from Canada. An in-
creasing proportion has come from Japan. Of new invest-
ments in 1974-75, the United Kingdom accounted for 1 2 % , 
North America 4 4 % , Japan 7 % and others 3 7 % . These 
totals do not give a complete indication of the value of 
oversea investment in Australian companies, partly be-
cause they do not make full a l lowance for accumulation of 
reserves, which represent increasing oversea investment.26 
The development of the accounting profession itself during this 
period was marked by the establishment of formal links between 
existing local firms and the big international accounting firms most 
of which, regardless of their historical origins, are perceived to be 
directed principally from their American offices. At the same time 
the composition of the membership of the ICAA's General Council 
was changing. "The new General Councillors brought with them a 
conviction that the ICAA should play a more central and active role 
in the advancement of professional standards."2 7 The extent to 
which these changes have led to a reorientation of influence in the 
accounting profession must remain subjective. The American in-
f luence has certainly been pervasive in the academic world. Devel-
opments in accounting standards in the seventies have certainly re-
f lected increasing American influence. The adoption of the all in-
clusive income statement and the interperiod allocation of corporate 
taxation are two prime examples. 
There was also some limited evidence of a growing concern 
about auditing standards among the wider membership of the 
accountancy profession. A paper by L. G. Faulk and B. M. Robertson 
presented to the Twelfth Annual Congress of the Australian 
Chartered Accountants' Research Society (New South Wales Divi-
sion)2 8 and a subsequent series of articles in the Chartered Ac-
countant in Australia appears to have stimulated active discussion 
and directed attention at the form of the A ICPA Statement on Audit-
ing Standards. The discussion groups at this Congress concluded 
it was desirable for the ICAA to pronounce auditing standards as 
minimum standards of performance and for these to be subject to 
regular review. Furthermore, as noted in outlining the origins of the 
Australian Accountancy Research Foundation (AARF), there was a 
call for a full-time research organisation. It took some t ime for an 
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effective response to this call, but by 1970 the ICAA and the ASA 
had agreed to channel all new projects covering accounting and 
auditing standards through the AARF; 2 9 and in 1971, with the ap-
pointment of Kenley as Research Director, the AARF became fully 
operational.3 0 
Yet another force towards encouraging a more positive attitude 
to auditing standards was the Pacific Acceptance case in 1970.31 
In this case, Justice Moffit went further than in previous cases in 
his dicta on the weight to be given to professionally promulgated 
auditing standards. Compl iance with professional standards was 
considered by the court to be the satisfaction of minimum require-
ments rather than the performance of best practice. "Further, if 
professional standards are not appropriate to modern conditions, 
then they are neither persuasive nor conclusive evidence of reason-
able skill and care; they are no defence at all ."3 2 Therefore, rele-
vance is the criterion upon which auditing standards will be judged. 
Once the profession has established its auditing standards, it must 
continually update them over t ime to ensure that they remain rele-
vant to modern conditions. This updating procedure must not be a 
once-and-for-al l act but part of a continual process so as to ensure 
the best possible service to clients. Here, more than anywhere else, 
it was emphasized that the professional bodies might not be the 
sole source of auditing standards. This is especially so if those 
standards promulgated by the profession do not satisfy the rele-
vance criterion. No longer will the courts allow the profession to be 
judged on its own standards. The court expects standards to con-
form to the expectations of the reasonable man, not the auditor. The 
court in this case stated that the auditor may be held to a standard 
higher than currently demanded by his profession if those standards 
are not relevant to today's needs. The judge then went on to say, 
"It follows, if the audit profession or most of them fail to adopt some 
step which despite their practice was reasonably required of them, 
such failure does not cease to be a breach of duty because all or 
most of them did the same." 3 3 "The presumption that the require-
ments of the profession and the law are compatible has been rudely 
shattered"3 4 by the Pacific Acceptance Corporation case. This is 
not the place to discuss the details of the principles of negligence 
as dealt with in the case. Its relevance lies in 
the fear engendered in practitioners' minds that the present 
time is good hunting for many people who think they have 
a case against the auditor for astronomical damages, as 
compensation for what they regard, rightly or wrongly, as 
a breach of duty.35 
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The combination of changing attitudes and the events outlined 
above can be seen as the motivation behind the issue of an 
amended statement of auditing standards known as CS.1 in Novem-
ber 1974.3 6 What was now presented was an adaption of the AICPA 
statement, and it was claimed the standards "do not represent a 
significant departure from those which would be generally accepted 
by the profession in Australia."3 7 The turn away from England to the 
USA was complete. 
The Australian Audit Standards Committee (AASC) was set up 
under the aegis of the AARF for the continual review of these stan-
dards. This was done in an attempt to satisfy the relevance criterion 
demanded of auditing standards by Justice Moffit in Pacific Ac-
ceptance. The AASC held its first meeting in November 1974. It was 
decided at this meeting that the most urgent task facing the com-
mittee was the review of CS.1. If this review suggested change was 
necessary in order to keep the standards relevant to modern con-
ditions, a revised document would be issued as a joint statement by 
both professional bodies. "Work on this review was therefore put 
in hand as a staff project, and for part of 1976 members of the 
AASC spent many hours considering possible refinements a n d / o r 
amendments. In this work a great deal of attention was of course 
given to recent pronouncements of overseas bodies in the same 
area." 3 8 The result was the issue, in April 1976, of the first jointly 
prepared Exposure Draft on auditing standards.3 9 It was issued to 
all members of the ICAA and ASA by inclusion in the official jour-
nals of the respective organisations. Copies were also sent to aca-
demics. Comments, criticisms and suggestions were requested by 
May 31, 1976. "There were thirty-eight letters of comment on the 
Exposure Draft, and the breakdown of the sources from which these 
letters were received is as follows:4 0 
The lack of response registered here is mitigated to a certain extent, 
when it is realized that 13 of the replies were received from larger 
firms, and thus present the view of the membership of those firms. 
Possibly this lack of response indicated confidence in the proposed 
Continuing Review 
Public Accountancy Firms 
Academics 
Individuals a n d / o r Groups 
Others 
13 
8 
15 
2 
38 
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standard rather than lack of interest. The suggestions mainly con-
cerned themselves with the specific terminology of the Statement. 
Other suggestions were designed to tighten the principle governing 
the proper conduct of an audit. A study of them by a sub-committee 
of the AASC resulted in two principal changes: (a) "To emphasize 
the responsibility of an auditor to conduct an audit and to report on 
the 'accounts' as defined in S161 and S5 of the Companies Act," 
[and] (b) "a significant change in the order and wording of the re-
porting standards."4 1 The result of all this work was C S 1 / 3 5 1 "State-
ment of Auditing Standards" issued in 1977. Like Statement CS1, 
CS1 /351 was basically an Australian adaption of the AICPA State-
ment. 
Recent Developments 1978 
A formal joint statement has been issued in May 1978 outlining 
changes to the organisation of the AARF by the Presidents of the 
ICAA and ASA.4 2 This reorganisation has been undertaken to speed 
up the flow of accounting and auditing standards. In this way the 
AARF will be strengthened and streamlined through the appoint-
ment of a high-level Foundation Executive Committee (FEC). This 
new FEC will progressively assume the functions now being exer-
cised by the Accounting Research, Accounting Standards, Account-
ing Standards Review, Auditing Standards, Taxation, and Legislation 
Review Committees of the joint accounting bodies. At its first meet-
ing office bearers were appointed, comprising five chartered ac-
countants representing the ICAA and five members of the ASA 
from industry and government. Important changes also were in-
stituted in the organisation of the work in hand with an emphasis 
on the use of consultants working on a contract basis instead of 
various functional committees preparing the various stages of docu-
mentation of standards. It is hoped that these new procedures will 
allow a greater number of projects to be developed at any one time. 
It is also envisaged that they will widen the range and sources of 
advice to the profession. The AARF will in future issue exposure 
drafts in its own name. However, the endorsement of proposed 
standards will remain the responsibility of the Joint Standing Com-
mittee, comprising the Executive Committees of the ICAA and ASA, 
and the publication of the standards will continue to be in the names 
of the individual accounting bodies acting together. It is to be ex-
pected that the future will not be marked by long periods of in-
activity as in the past and that the AARF will concern itself with 
auditing standards. 
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Conclusion 
In Australia there has been a continual improvement In auditing 
practice as the profession has become more aware of requirements 
for effective auditing practice. The development of formal statements 
of auditing standards has likewise proceeded throughout most of the 
past thirty years. The voice crying in the wilderness of the forties 
has led to professional auditing practice improvement with the in-
creasing acceptance of the content of the formal statements issued 
by the accounting profession. 
It is our opinion, based on this evidence, that English views in 
this area influenced the early pronouncements of the Australian pro-
fession on auditing standards. However, in more recent times the 
Australian profession has increasingly looked to the United States 
for guidance. This trend is expected to continue into the foreseeable 
future. The Pacific Acceptance case stung the profession out of its 
lethargy concerning the development of auditing standards and into 
decisive action. Since the Pacific Acceptance case, the profession 
has committed itself to the continual development of auditing stan-
dards. The stimulus of public censure in the future, however, will 
not be necessary to force the profession to promulgate relevant 
auditing standards. This commitment has been made because the 
profession realizes the necessity to formalise auditing standards. 
The Foundation Executive Committee set up by the AARF is evi-
dence of this commitment and represents the means by which audit-
ing standards can be effectively established. Its system of con-
tractors, committees, and exposure drafts allows the scope for a 
review to be open to the input of many diverse sources. 
There is no evidence to show that the standards formulated in 
C S 1 / 3 5 1 have been derived from a systematic body of knowledge 
about the audit function. The events which have been described 
concern the documentation of commonly used auditing practices. 
It is apparent that these standards have their origins in the prac-
ticing arm of the profession. Thus it should be remembered by all 
auditors that "the issue of numerous auditing standard pronounce-
ments does not presage the abandonment of the prime test of skill 
and judgement which has been the cornerstone of the auditing pro-
fession since its foundation."4 3 These statements should act not as 
set rules but as a guide to auditors in performing their attest 
function. 
It will be of interest to review future developments in due course 
to confirm whether the change in orientation of auditing standards 
presented above continues to be reflected in those developments. 
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Vahé Baladouni 
UNIVERSITY O F N E W O R L E A N S 
THE ACCOUNTING RECORDS OF THE 
EAST INDIA COMPANY 
Abstract: The rather extensive and complex collection of accounting and related 
materials of the East India Company may be viewed in four distinct periods. Para-
doxically, the first period (1600-1663) is marked by an absence of account books. 
The second period (1664-1697), however, provides us with a near-complete set of 
books. The maintenance of three separate sets of accounting records distinguish-
es the third period (1698-1712) when three East India Companies (London, Eng-
lish, United) were operating simultaneously. From around 1712 until final liquid-
ation of the Company in 1858—fourth and last archival per iod—record keeping 
assumed certain features of modern accounting. 
Some 8,600 volumes of accounting records which span a period 
of nearly three centuries (1664-1955) are in the charge of the India 
Office Library and Records in London. They constitute the archives 
of the East India Company (1664-1858) and its successor, the India 
Office (1858-1955). These records are designated L / A G , Accoun-
tant General. 
This rather extensive collection covers a wide variety of account-
ing and related subjects, ranging from ledgers and journals to ready 
reckoners, registers of stock transfers, bullion records, actuarial 
materials, income tax papers, private trade journals, and accounts 
compiled for Parl iament and the Treasury. Altogether there are 
fifty-two major, self-contained subject areas each of which is di-
vided into several subsections. From an archival standpoint, this 
collection of materials is very complex; efforts, however, are being 
made to improve its present arrangement.* 
The accounting records of the East India Company may be 
viewed in four distinct periods. Even though there are no surviving 
This report is a by-product of a research project made possible by a grant from 
the American Philosophical Society. 
* Mr. S. J. McNally, who was for many years employed in the Accountant Gen-
eral 's Department of the India Office, has prepared a guide to this collection. The 
guide is now being edited and may in part be revised by Mrs. Sally Hofmann, 
formerly assistant keeper at the India Office Records. 
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account books—journals, ledgers, etc.—prior to 1664, it is useful to 
recognize the first sixty-three years of the Company (1600-1663) as 
a period in its own right. In another archival group designated H, 
Home Miscellaneous Series, the original ledger index of the Third 
Joint Stock (1631-1642) has been preserved. It contains the titles 
of approximately eight hundred accounts. Also in this series are 
several statements of account which throw light on the trade activi-
ties of the period. Another auxiliary source of information is the 
archival group of materials designated B, Minutes etc. of the Court 
of Directors and of the Court of Proprietors. 
The second archival period covers the years 1664-1697. The main 
books of the Company's home accounts are almost complete. Dur-
ing this and subsequent periods, the accounts of commercial trans-
actions originating in India were sent home and the figures taken 
into the home journals, ledgers, and eventually reflected in the 
profit and loss accounts. It is relatively easy to trace a ledger entry 
to its relevant journal, but not the other way around. Each ledger 
has a complete alphabetical index. The accounts of the Company 
were maintained on the double-entry system. The ledgers and jour-
nals—each of which is approximately 14" wide, 20" long, 4 -6" high, 
and weighs 30-38 lbs.—bear the Company's coat of arms on the 
covers. 
In the last two decades of the 17th century, efforts were made by 
a group of merchants to promote a rival joint stock company. By 
the end of 1698, this new body of merchants was granted a charter 
of incorporation and became known as the English East India Com-
pany. Negotiations between the old (London) and the new (English) 
companies for combination led to the formation of the United East 
India Company in 1702. From 1698 until 1712 or 1713 there were, 
in fact, three East India Companies (London, English, United) in ex-
istence. In light of this historical situation, it is useful to regard 
these fourteen or fifteen years as a third archival period. The ac-
counting records for this period are fairly complete. One United 
Company ledger for the years 1703-1705 appears to be lost. The 
London Company's ledgers of this period contain many unbalanced 
accounts and show some ad hoc adjustments with the English Com-
pany. The simultaneous operation of three East India Companies 
during this period created some complicated financial accounting 
problems. 
From around 1712 to the end of the Company's trading activities 
in 1834 and its subsequent liquidation (1858) may well constitute 
the fourth and last archival period. As in earlier periods, during 
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this period, too, each general ledger was served by two journals: 
cash and commerce. In the 18th century the use of subsidiary 
books became increasingly popular thereby eliminating the old 
practice of keeping the ledgers and journals in detail. Also during 
this period it became customary to balance the accounts annually. 
Annual balances of ledger accounts are first shown in 1756. In the 
past, the accounts were balanced at the end of each ledger book 
containing entries for several years. Financial statements were not 
prepared at regular intervals; rather, whenever deemed necessary. 
The archive of the East India Company is a rich source for inves-
tigation. It is hoped that the foregoing periodization of the account-
ing records will be of some assistance to those interested in study-
ing them. While such study may be directed toward any one of 
several possible objectives, the fundamental chal lenge seems to lie 
in the clarification of those principles and concepts which gen-
erated the accounting information. 
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Harry Zvi Davis 
BARUCH COLLEGE 
NOTE ON THE FIRST RECORDED 
AUDIT IN THE BIBLE 
Abstract: According to an early commentary on the Bible, Joseph is the first 
auditor of accounting records in the Bible. 
According to one of the earliest commentaries on the Bible 
(Onkelos, circa 2nd century C.E.), an audit of accounting records 
is mentioned in the story of Joseph. 
Joseph was the manager of Potifar's household. All of the house-
hold assets were entrusted to Joseph (Genesis 39:4, 8) and all trans-
actions of the household were under his authority (Genesis 39:6, 9). 
All indications point to the fact that Potifar's household was the 
equivalent of an ancient estate. While the size of his household is 
not explicitly discussed in the Bible, it may be inferred from a num-
ber of passages. Potifar was an "officer of Pharaoh's, the captain 
of the guard" (Genesis 39:1) who even had the power to jail Joseph 
(Genesis 39:20). There are multiple references to the men—pre-
sumably slaves—of the household (Genesis 39:11, 14). Joseph's 
rise to power as manager of the household is gradual (Genesis 39:2, 
4, 6, 8-9). The clear implication is that the estate had an hierarchi-
cal structure. 
Since Potifar's estate was a large enterprise, Joseph presumably 
delegated authority to subordinates. As manager, he would have to 
periodically check the records of his subordinates. 
The Bible refers to Joseph's work once. 
And it came to pass on a certain day, when he [Joseph] 
went into the house to do his work, and there was none of 
the men of the house there within (Genesis 39:11). 
The Bible does not specify the nature of Joseph's work. Onkelos, 
however, explains the words "his work" as ״ הינבשח יבתכב קרבמל,״ 
which can literally be translated "to check the records of account." 
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Thus, according to Onkelos, Joseph is the first auditor of account-
ing records in the Bible. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
Dale A. Buckmaster, Editor 
UNIVERSITY O F DELAWARE 
Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., Editor, Managerial Innovation at General 
Motors (New York: Arno Press, 1979, $14.00). 
Reviewed by 
Daniel A. Wren 
University of Oklahoma 
The title would suggest that we will find some managerial inno-
vations by General Motors—yet the editor leaves it to the reader 
to determine what these might be. The editor offers no explanation 
of why these eight items (six reprinted articles and two reprinted 
speeches from the period 1923-1927) were selected, how they might 
fit a theme, or just what the "innovation" might have been. For 
those who are familiar with Professor Chandler's writings, the ra-
tionale can be found fairly readi ly—but if Chandler has not been 
on your reading list, do not start with this collection. Chandler 's 
work has emphasized the growth of enterprise and how managerial 
responses are made to this growth. In this collection, his selection 
is the writings of top G.M. executives (all Vice-Presidents with two 
exceptions) to show how this enterprise responded to growth. 
Under Wil l iam C. Durant, General Motors had been an unwieldly 
union of motor car and parts producers. As G.M. faced bankruptcy, 
it was Du Pont money and Pierre S. du Pont as Chief Executive who 
saved the Durant creation in 1920. The Du Pont Company, under 
Pierre S. du Pont, had already pioneered some of the organizational 
and managerial techniques which would be used at G.M. Du Pont's 
Treasurer, Donaldson Brown (who contributed four of the eight arti-
cles in this book) came to G.M., and together with Alfred P. Sloan, 
Jr., helped create the G.M. organization with centralized policy and 
control and decentral ized administration and operations. 
The managerial innovations at G.M. were those steps taken to 
bring a rational system of policies, plans, structure, and controls to 
the organization, something it lacked under previous management. 
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For example, G.M.'s "Consolidated Cash" policy and procedure was 
instituted to reduce idle working capital (previously held in various 
division offices throughout the country) by receiving and distributing 
all funds centrally through the Corporate Treasurer. Forecasts of 
activities were translated into budgets for both planning and con-
trolling uses. G.M.'s Comptroller was given a major role in analyz-
ing past trends, studying present conditions, and making the fore-
cast as "a combination of business prophet and historian." Other 
selections on pricing policy, inventory control, and budgets are of-
fered to show the G.M. administrative mechanisms for achieving 
centralized control. Of particular interest is Albert Bradley's 
(Brown's Assistant) discussion of how G.M. balanced production, 
inventory, and sales through a dealer reporting system. Readers 
who are familiar with Durant's failings will recall that he had trouble 
balancing production levels and dealers' sales. Under new manage-
ment, G.M. developed a dealer's report, submitted every ten days, 
of sales, orders, and inventory on hand; this was compared to the 
original sales forecast, and production adjustments were made as 
necessary. 
Chandler 's theme develops as that of how G.M.'s top manage-
ment rationalized its organization and management to capitalize on 
what Billy Durant had built but could not manage. If G.M. had not 
developed the ideas and techniques we see in these readings, it is 
highly likely that the outcome of the automobile industry would have 
been quite different. General Motors did not achieve its successes 
until after these "managerial innovations" were made. 
Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., Editor, Pioneers in Modern Factory Manage-
ment (New York: Arno Press, 1979, $16.00). 
Reviewed by 
Michael F. Pohlen 
University of Delaware 
This brief work is a selection of monographs taken from the 
Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers from 
the period 1885-1895. While the selections carry such heady titles 
as "The Engineer as an Economist" and "Gain-Sharing," the six 
pieces would probably be classified under "cost accounting and 
cost improvement" in a contemporary book of essays. 
The book is another of Alfred D. Chandler 's many contributions 
to the history of management in its broadest context and serves as 
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a useful counter-reminder to those of us who are sometimes taken 
up with the development and refinement of our professional skills 
and theories. 
The authors whose work Chandler has selected would be in-
cluded under almost anyone's list of Who's W ho in the development 
of management thought around the turn of the century: Henry R. 
Towne, Oberl in Smith, Henry Metcalf, Frederick A. Halsey and Fred-
erick W. Taylor (in order of their appearance in the book). 
The decade covered by the six pieces traces the development of 
certain managerial insights into the recording and use of cost in-
formation and, perhaps even more important, the development of 
a written literature in the field. In the opening article, "The Engi-
neer as an Economist," Henry R. Towne calls for the creation of a 
new economic section within the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, citing the widespread interest in economic issues and 
the obvious need for a thorough airing of them in the profession. 
It is interesting to note that a later written discussion of Towne's 
suggestion raises the danger of isolating those interested in such 
issues from the mainstream of the organization. 
Two articles on cost accounting deal with the problems of valua-
tion of physical equipment and the determination of real labor costs. 
One gets the distinct impression that the problems are still with us 
in much the same form, despite almost 100 years of analysis, in-
vestigation, and countless hours and words devoted to the subjects. 
The three final articles on wage payment provide another note on 
how far we have yet to go in the management of the labor force. 
Three positions on how labor productivity can be improved are pre-
sented—profi t sharing, payment of a premium when productivity 
exceeds a set rate, and a true piece-rate system. 
At first reading, this reviewer questioned whether the lengthy and 
sometimes tedious discussion by a panel which followed several of 
the articles was necessary or whether the substitution of one or 
two more articles would have been better. Any number of names, 
e.g., Harrington Emerson, come to mind as additional contributors 
from the era. Upon reflection, however, Chandler 's tactic was well 
chosen. But for slight differences in vocabulary and grammatical 
style, the discussion might well be taking place in a 1981 meeting 
of management professionals concerned with costs. 
In summary, the book places the reader into a simpler time, a 
t ime when managers, engineers and accountants talked to each 
other—and were often the same people. Perhaps that is Chand-
ler's real message. 
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Nicholas Dopuch and Lawrence Revsine, Editors, Accounting Re-
search 1960-1970: A Critical Evaluation (Urbana, Ill.: Center for In-
ternational Education and Research in Accounting, 1973, pp. xi, 
194, $3.00). 
Reviewed by 
J. Edward Ketz 
University of Connecticut 
This publication contains the proceedings of a conference on ac-
counting research held at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-
paign on April 5 and 6, 1971. The purpose of the conference was 
to provide a forum for a critical discussion of developments in ac-
counting theory up to 1970. The conference had four sessions in 
which each session had a paper, two critiques of the paper, and 
short discussions. The sessions were: a priori research in financial 
accounting; a priori research in management accounting; behavioral 
research in accounting; and empirical research in accounting. 
Carl Nelson's "A Priori Research in Accounting" is restricted to 
an evaluation of theories on income determination and asset valua-
tion. By examining the works of Canning, Paton and Littleton, Mac-
Neal, Alexander, Sprouse and Moonitz, Edwards and Bell, Cham-
bers, and Sterling, Nelson censures most of the work in current 
value accounting. His criticism is based on their ignoring the valu-
ation of intangible assets, the difficulty of implementing the pro-
posals, the belief that replacement cost is not value, and the incon-
sistent treatment of liabilities. Ijiri essentially agrees with him and 
calls for more work in measurement theory and in studying the con-
tents of financial reports. In his commentary, Larson chastises Nel-
son for ignoring linkages with other aspects of accounting. Whi le 
Nelson's paper is an interesting evaluation of current value account-
ing, I felt that it would have been more promising, given the objec-
tives of the conference, if he had explored the reasons why "we are 
not significantly advanced from where we were in 1960" (p. 15) and 
if he had indicated what accounting researchers should have been 
doing in the 1960's. 
In "Some Fruitful Directions for Ressearch in Management Ac-
counting," Robert Anthony attempts to identify research topics in 
management accounting that have a good chance of eventual prac-
tical use. Accordingly, he concludes that there is great disparity 
between the topics on which researchers concentrate and the topics 
he feels likely to be most fruitful, and that economic models have 
rendered a disservice to management accounting because they fo-
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cus attention on the wrong things, Demski replies that information 
economics, which was not critiqued by Anthony, is a potent body of 
knowledge which will provide many insights to accounting. Dyck-
man's comments are that a greater discussion of behavioral re-
search should have been made and that model-building is an im-
portant aspect of accounting theory. Anthony's discussion that 
accounting research needs to be pragmatic seems appropriate as 
long as we do not reject a long-term outlook. Let us not forget that 
Einstein's theory preceded practical payoffs from the theory by 
decades. 
David Green paints a pessimistic view in "Behavioral Science and 
Accounting Research." He enumerates many weaknesses in be-
havioral accounting research and tentatively concludes that it might 
be better to research other topics. Bruns and Birnberg counter that 
the area is a relatively new one and that unrealistic expectations 
should not be demanded. I agree with Bruns and Birnberg. Whi le 
many weaknesses exist in the behavioral accounting literature, at 
least the researchers in the 1960's were asking very important 
questions. 
The best paper in the collection is "Empirical Research in Ac-
counting, 1960-70: An Appraisal," by Nils Hakansson. He collates 
and reviews the major articles and critiques them in a general fash-
ion. He feels that the problems examined in the 1960's were rele-
vant but that the attention of researchers should be expanded to 
other areas. Hakansson enumerates a number of research topics 
that are still fruitful areas for analysis. He also points out that 
model-building needs to be improved if empirical researchers are 
to study appropriate hypotheses. Benston and Gonedes point out 
further criticism of specific papers in empirical accounting research 
and they emphasize the role of predictions as opposed to realistic 
assumptions for model testing. The exchanges in these three pa-
pers provide an excellent analysis of empirical research in the 
1960's. 
The conference format for this topic had a few advantages but 
many disadvantages (see also Gerboth's review in The Accounting 
Review, October 1974, pp. 882-884). The basic advantage is that a 
number of leading scholars can debate the variety of issues in-
volved so that a more balanced picture emerges. On the negative 
side, however, the conference format presented several problems. 
First, there is a lack of unity among the papers. Too many times 
the authors wrote as if the topics were mutually exclusive. It would 
have been more promising if a greater integration of the research 
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aspects had been made. Second, the document lacks cohesion. 
Too many topics fell between the cracks and were not discussed; 
e.g., a deductive approach to accounting such as Mattesich's Ac-
counting and Analytical Methods, Measurement and Projection of 
Income and Wealth on the Micro—and Macro—Economy (1964); an 
inductive approach to accounting such as Schrader's "An Inductive 
Approach to Accounting Theory," The Accounting Review (October, 
1962); an ethical approach to accounting such as Arnett's "The 
Concept of Fairness," The Accounting Review (April, 1967); and a 
macroeconomic approach to accounting such as Mueller's "Ac-
counting Within a Macroeconomic Framework" in his International 
Accounting (1967). Finally, none of the papers provide any clues as 
to why research in accounting accelerated in the 1960's, what dif-
ferentiated the 1960's from other periods of time, and why it took 
the forms it did. 
Overall, the book is a good place to begin to obtain a historical 
perspective of accounting in the U.S. in the 1960's. The lack of in-
tegration and the lack of cohesion, however, limit it to only a be-
ginning. 
Marshall M. Kirkman, Railway Expenditures: Their Extent, Object, 
and Economy, 2 vols. (Chicago: Railway Age Publishing Company, 
1880, Vol. I, pp. 370, xxxiv, Vol. II, pp. 370, xv; Reprint ed. New 
York: Arno Press, 1979, $60.00). 
Reviewed by 
James W. Jones 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Marshall Monroe Kirkman was a productive writer from 1877 
through 1906. The Accountants' Index of 1920 lists twenty-three ar-
ticles, including this work, and a seventeen volume Science of Rail-
ways (undated). In 1877 he published a 499-page book, Railway 
Revenue. This work comprises two volumes; thirty-one chapters 
and two appendices in the first, and twenty-seven chapters plus 
Appendix C in the second, which displays the formats of fifty-eight 
forms for use in developing information for management. 
Mr. Kirkman had an admirable command of the English language 
and obvious familiarity with railroads or railways which he used 
interchangeably. The two volumes are well -organized; the first, in 
brief review, pertains to the nature of the business, its objectives 
and its capitalization. The second volume deals with accounts, pro-
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cedures, forms, audit and reports. His dissertation on the many 
areas of activity was quite thorough and many examples could be 
mentioned. 
The author made many salient points, among which were: "There 
are few, if any, railroads in this country, at least, that have earned a 
fair return on what they cost" (p. 92). And, "Still other reasons than 
those we have given might be cited, if necessary, in explanation of 
the inability of our railroad companies to exhibit the full cost of 
their property" (p. 94). Also, " W e shall find, for instance, if we 
carefully examine the working of our railway system, that the law 
of political economy, the law of supply and demand, as explained 
by those who have studied the subject, apply to our railway com-
panies with surprising accuracy; that the same influences, in fact, 
that operate in fixing the status and value of manufactured products 
apply equally to transportation, the manufactured product of rail-
roads" (p. 99). 
The fifty-eight forms exhibited in Appendix C of Volume II are 
printed on forty-one different sizes of paper, some varying by only 
one-quarter of an inch. There seemed to be no reason for these 
differences; but, one can speculate that the dimension was deter-
mined after providing sufficient columns for the information sought, 
or, further, that the varying sizes distinguished the forms, perhaps 
for filing, although each was clearly headed. 
When discussing the comparison of various figures, the author 
refers to the various factors bearing on operating results and con-
cludes with this sentence: "All of these things must be considered, 
and their influence accurately ascertained, before we can judge in-
telligently of the management of a property." He was a proponent 
of dual cognizance of transactions. 
Eight pages are devoted to a discussion of inventories and it is 
interesting to note that they were to be priced at "cash value at the 
t ime the inventory is taken." Such a practice could easily lead to 
appreciation or depreciation and questionable accounts. 
There are many interesting items; one of which is the prepara-
tion and forwarding of payrolls. Kirkman requires that they not be 
folded and to be forwarded in tin tubes (p. 17). Could this be the 
origin of payroll, inasmuch as the word was not found in three dic-
tionaries consulted? 
Kirkman identified in numerous places many types of accountants 
by titles: accountant(s), accountant in charge, division accountant, 
general accounting officer, fuel accountant, local accountant(s), 
road accountants, subordinate accountants, voucher accountant, 
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accounting officer(s), railway accountants. In Appendix A—"Of f i -
cers and Operat ives"—the number is limited to three, augmented 
by chief clerk for two of these; and six auditors by title, plus a gen-
eral bookkeeper and a comptroller. On page 32 of Volume II, he 
expressed at some length a low opinion of embryo accountants. 
Space does not permit a more extensive review which would dis-
close how far accounting procedures had advanced a century ago. 
This book will be interesting to present practitioners and historians 
for its perspective of accounting at that time. 
J. Kitchen and R. H. Parker. Accounting Thought and Education: 
Six English Pioneers (London: The Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants in England and Wales, 1980, pp. vii, 120, £5.95). 
It is appropriate that The Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales ( ICAEW) should publish this historical work by 
Professors Kitchen and Parker, two distinguished academic accoun-
tants, in its centenary year. There is a foreword by Douglas Mor-
peth, former president of the ICAEW and vice-chairman of the Ac-
counting Standards Committee. He acknowledges the contribution 
made by individual members of the profession and "that we owe 
much to men whom w e have perhaps lost sight of and whose con-
tributions we have forgotten" (p. iii). Mr. Morpeth particularly points 
out the contribution some of these early pioneers made towards the 
development of accounting standards. 
The book contains seven chapters, an introductory chapter and a 
chapter each on the six pioneers: 
Reviewed by 
Peter Boys 
University of Kent at Canterbury 
Edwin Guthrie 
Francis Wil l iam Pixley 
John Manger Fells 
Lawrence Robert Dicksee 
Arthur Edwin Cutforth 
Frederic Rudolph Mackley 
1841-1904 
1852-1933 
1858-1925 
1864-1932 
1881-1958 
de Paula 1882-1954 
The Introduction briefly covers the general history of the period 
of the pioneers, in particular the growth of the accounting profes-
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sion in England, the importance of auditing (four of the pioneers 
wrote standard textbooks on auditing) and the presentation of com-
pany accounts. Each of the chapters on the individual pioneers be-
gins with a thumbnail sketch of their immediate family background 
and concludes with an assessment of the contribution they made to 
accounting. The major part of each chapter deals with the thoughts 
and writings of each pioneer. There are many quotations from their 
published works, in particular from the magazine, The Accountant. 
A review of the subjects, in which each of the pioneers was in-
terested and concerned, highlights the important issues that faced 
the profession between the 1880's and 1950's in England. For ex-
ample, Guthrie was concerned with uniformity of accounting prac-
tice, depreciation and the payment of interest out of capital; Pixley 
and Dicksee were mainly interested in auditing; Fells in cost ac-
counting; Cutforth in amalgamations; and de Paula in consolidated 
accounts and disclosure of accounting information. All the pioneers 
were, in one way or another, interested in the education of the 
profession. 
It is assumed that the market at which the authors were aiming, 
particularly as it was published by the ICAEW, was the practicing 
professional accountant. It is hoped that it will appeal to profes-
sional accountants, and by reading the book they should soon ap-
preciate that "What accountants do today is still, whether they know 
it or not, conditioned by the reactions of the pioneers such as Pixley 
to the circumstances in which they found themselves and by the 
type of men they were" (p. 23). In addition, they should appreciate 
the importance of research into accounting and that they need "the 
support of thinkers and writers in the education of new entrants and 
in the development of new ideas" (p. 1). 
The book is well-written and researched, although perhaps rather 
short given its subject matter. It will clearly be of interest to ac-
counting historians and teachers of accounting history courses. 
The book should also be of value to accounting teachers in general 
since it is a rich source of useful examples and explanations of the 
development of many accounting principles and auditing practices. 
It was surprising and disappointing that a book written by such 
eminent academic authors should not contain an index. Equally 
disappointing was the fact that there were few references (other 
than to the pioneers' works) and no bibliography. However these 
omissions should not deter one from reading this interesting his-
torical work. 
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Gary John Previts and Barbara Dubis Merino, A History of Account-
ing in America: An Historical Interpretation of the Cultural Signifi-
cance of Accounting (Somerset, N. J.: Ronald Press, 1979, pp. xii, 
378, $17.95). 
Reviewed by 
Arthur R. Wyatt 
Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Gary Previts and Barbara Merino have written a noteworthy book 
that will prove to be a permanent enrichment of the accounting lit-
erature in their A History of Accounting in America. The task they 
set for themselves was a formidable one—to consider the social, 
political, economic, and personal elements of eight significant eras 
in the evolution of accounting, from the t ime that Columbus first 
planted the seed of European culture in America to the present. A 
reader who expects to find only a scholarly recitation of facts will 
be surprised and delighted with the manner in which the authors 
have woven together a story of accounting in America in a fashion 
that is both scholarly in nature and a delight to read. 
The authors have achieved a successful balance in each of the 
eight chapters, each covering a reasonably well-defined era in the 
evolution of accounting. Rather than concentrating on one or two 
facets of the accounting scene, the authors have dealt in a compre-
hensive way with the various institutional aspects of accounting, 
the evolution of accounting and auditing standards, the changing 
role of the educator in accounting, and the increasingly important 
contributions of accounting to our economic society. 
Many will find the last chapter to be the most interesting, dealing 
as it does with "the age of political accountancy: accounting faces 
an identity crisis." Unquestionably the most difficult area to deal 
with because of the inability to place the fast moving developments 
in perspective, the authors have succeeded both in capturing the 
turmoil of the period and in providing clues to the challenges that 
the profession will need to face in the coming era. 
Others will find other chapters to be of prime interest depending 
upon their individual backgrounds and areas of principal interest. 
For example, Chapter 5 concerns "The Formation of an Accounting 
Profession (1897-1918)." W e find in this chapter a major section on 
accounting and auditing theory, a section that contains a fascinat-
ing discussion of the controversies of the period, controversies that 
in many cases remain either unresolved or under reconsideration 
more than sixty years later. After reflecting on the discussions and 
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controversies of that earlier t ime on such matters as whether mar-
ket appreciation should properly be recognized in an income state-
ment, whether the balance sheet or the income statement should 
have relatively greater significance, and whether accounting should 
view the accounting unit from the perspective of the proprietors or 
from the perspective of the entity, one has to question seriously 
whether the evolution of accounting theory over the last sixty years 
has kept pace with the enormous increase in demands made upon 
the accounting mechanism to deal adequately with an increasingly 
complex political and economic society. In many respects the 
progress of accounting has kept remarkable pace with the demands 
made upon it. In other respects, those responsible for the estab-
lishment of accounting standards have to question seriously wheth-
er performance in the intervening period has been adequate to 
meet the expectations of those who use the results of accounting 
activity. 
The History of Accounting in America will be particularly valuable 
to teachers and graduate students who are interested in placing the 
frustrating issues of the day in a suitable perspective. The book 
should also be required reading for standard setters in accounting 
and auditing including those in the larger accounting firms most re-
sponsible for technical policy formation. Other practitioners who 
have the t ime and inclination to gain insight into their profession 
will find the book to be refreshing and enlightening. Those of us in 
practice today as well as those who will join the profession in years 
to come will benefit greatly from the perspective of the profession 
provided by the authors. 
M. C. Wells, Accounting for Common Costs (Urbana, Ill.: Center for 
International Education and Research in Accounting, 1978, pp. x, 
179, $8.00). 
Reviewed by 
Daniel L. Jensen 
The Ohio State University 
This important scholarly work is an interpretative history of cost 
accounting with particular attention to the treatment of overhead 
costs in cost accounting systems. The work rests on an exhaustive 
examination of writings on cost accounting by engineers and econ-
omists as well as accountants. The complete bibliography, which 
is published separately under the title A Bibliography of Cost Ac-
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counting: Its Origins and Development to 1914, fills two volumes and 
contains 1,875 entries accompanied by copious annotations. In ad-
dition, Accounting for Common Costs contains a bibliography of 
150 items published after 1914 which are cited in its pages. 
The purpose of the work, succinctly stated, is "(1) to argue that 
unit cost accounting, particularly insofar as it involves the alloca-
tion of overhead costs, is wrong in principle; and (2) to demonstrate 
that the error occurred when costing systems were first being de-
veloped and described" (p. 145). Accordingly the reader must eval-
uate Professor Wells' work both as a work of history and as an argu-
ment in principle. 
Confusion in Textbooks 
A survey of current cost accounting textbooks leads Professor 
Wells to conclude that their arguments in support of overhead allo-
cations to units of production are "confused and inconclusive." 
"For, while nearly all of the authors point to the irrelevance of allo-
cated indirect costs for planning, control, and decision making, they 
also advocate and describe the calculation of average unit product 
costs which include some al located indirect costs. Similarly with 
respect to inventory valuation, the authors either accept practices 
supported by professional accounting bodies or make explicit ap-
peal to the 'principles' of objectivity and matching costs with reve-
nue. Yet they advocate methods of valuing inventories which are 
almost entirely subjective and which will match the costs and reve-
nues of goods produced only by coincidence" (p. 19). 
Wells attributes this rhetorical confusion to errors of authorship 
in the revision of textbooks and to a more fundamental misconcep-
tion of the proposition that different costs are required for different 
purposes. Decision making, control and financial reporting require 
different costs, but discussion of the differences frequently ob-
scures fundamental similarities among the costs and displaces 
more fruitful discussion of "an integrated accounting system capa-
ble of producing information which is necessary for each of the 
three functions it is said to serve" (p. 23). 
Other Historians 
Professor Wells begins his historical analysis with a critical re-
view of "studies by accountants of the origins and development of 
cost accounting" with particular attention to studies by R. S. Ed-
wards, David Solomons, S. Paul Garner, R. H. Parker and Sidney 
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Pollard. Professor Wells concludes that "Edwards, Solomons and 
Garner all emphasize techniques" and are "too restricted in their 
coverage to enable any evaluation to be made of the relative roles 
played by various professional groups in the development of cost 
accounting" (pp. 28-29). Parker, he believes, is somewhat broader 
but is also "deficient because it is isolated from other events of the 
t ime." A separate chapter reviews the work of Sidney Pollard to 
establish that departmental accounts and periodic reporting were 
inherited by industrialists from earlier times and were in fairly wide-
spread use by the beginning of the 19th century. 
Professor Wells views history as the interaction of various groups, 
each with a distinctive perspective, that must be interpreted in the 
context of its time. His history does more than chronicle the de-
velopment of specific accounting techniques. His objective is to 
explain technical developments as products of an institutional con-
tex t—a context peopled by engineers and economists as well as 
accountants. 
Origins of Overhead Costing 
Professor Wells agrees with most historical analysts that over-
head costing emerged after 1870 when "investment in fixed facili-
ties had brought about a significant increase in the amount of fixed 
costs" (p. 69). However, he disputes "the common view that com-
petition provided the stimulus for the introduction of costing sys-
tems" (p. 66). Rather, he argues that the "real impetus to the emer-
gence of an interest in cost accounting arose out of the unique 
environment enjoyed by American mechanical engineers"—an en-
vironment characterized by excess productive capacity and the 
associated problems of price determination and efficiency improve-
ment (p. 70). "Only after the engineers had discussed the introduc-
tion of cost records did professional accounting bodies (and their 
associated publications) break down the long-standing tradition of 
secrecy in industrial works and take an interest in cost accounts" 
(p. 70). 
Inf luence of Engineers 
From about 1895 onward, intensifying competition stimulated 
heightened interest among engineers in methods of estimating fu-
ture prices (p. 76). Most engineers accepted the proposition that 
estimates of product cost for pricing purposes should make provi-
sion for indirect costs as well as direct costs. Moreover, by 1910, 
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"engineers generally appear to have respected the role of accoun-
tants, and in doing so accepted as automatic that the cost accounts 
and financial accounts should be linked. They accepted the neces-
sity of allocating overhead, and of determining different rates for 
different departments, machines, and workmen. They accepted the 
notion that production time spent was the most important element 
in any allocation method" (p. 92). In this way, overhead allocations 
arising in price estimation procedures were introduced into the fi-
nancial accounts. Professor Wells observes that the "appeal of a 
cost theory of value to engineers familiar with identifiable physical 
relationships is . . . understandable, but that does not make the 
theory any less incorrect" (p. 88). 
Widespread concern with the efficiency of operations in the early 
years of the 20th century gave "impetus . . . to the adoption of cost-
ing systems" but the spread of scientific management was also 
associated with distortion of the "connection between economic 
efficiency and cost accounting" (p. 94). Advocates of scientific 
management failed to restrict the relationship between cost ac-
counting and scientific management "to those aspects of scientific 
management which were relevant to cost accounting—identi f ica-
tion of responsibility, comparison of achieved with expected per-
formance, the exception principle" (p. 102). Professor Wells 
identifies two unfortunate consequences: "Support for overhead 
allocation was claimed from a source which could lend no sup-
port; and standard costs took on a prominence which was incom-
patible with their nature" (p. 102). 
Inf luence of Economists 
Although an examination of the literature leads Professor Wells 
to conclude that "economic thought and doctrine did not directly 
influence the development of cost accounting," he finds "some 
grounds for suggesting a pervasive indirect influence stemming 
from the classical economists of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies" (pp. 105-106). The idea that costs attach to goods during 
production is in substance the cost theory of value advanced by 
Adam Smith and modified by Carey, Ricardo and other economists 
(p. 106). Despite this indirect influence, Wells concludes that "the 
direct influence which leads to the adoption of the notion that costs 
attach came from the mechanical engineers and their experience 
with the build up of physical goods" (p. 107). With few exceptions, 
economists "paid no attention to business problems as such" (p. 
108) until the "adoption of marginalist principles by economic the-
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orists" which directed the attention of economists to decision mak-
ing and particularly the relationship between costs and prices 
(P. 110). 
"By 1914, the economists appear to have been in substantial 
agreement about at least two matters—(1) that while an unattain-
able long-run normal price may be determined in part by costs, 
short-run prices are not, and (2) the cost of an article (or service) 
is indeterminate if the production of that article (service) involves 
joint or common costs" (p. 119). Yet, owing in part to the failure of 
economists "to make their work intelligible or relevant to accoun-
tants and businessmen," accounting writers continued to assert the 
necessity of costs as a basis for prices. 
Concluding Comment 
The evidence compiled by Professor Wells reveals a century of 
devotion to a rhetoric in support of integrated data-gathering and 
estimation systems, which has produced confusion in textbooks and 
elsewhere. Moreover, the record reveals a preponderance of sup-
port for the use of cost allocations in such systems. Professor Wells 
argues that this is all a mistake—a failure of communication be-
tween economists and accountants and an unfortunate artifact of 
the engineering roots of cost accounting. This reviewer is uneasy 
with such an interpretation. However one may feel about cost allo-
cations as a matter of principle, casting them among the mistakes 
of history offers no explanation for their persistence or pervasive-
ness. Yet Professor Wells' prodigious and careful scholarship in 
describing the events and writings associated with the rise of cost 
accounting is a major contribution to accounting history. His work 
is no mere chronicle of events and writings, but makes a concerted 
effort to explain technical developments in terms of the larger his-
torical context in which they occur. Accounting for Common Costs 
is an important work that deserves not merely to be read but to be 
carefully studied by all students of cost accounting history. 
Stephen A. Zeff, Forging Accounting Principles in New Zealand 
(Wellington, N.Z.: Victoria University Press, 1979, pp. 88, $5.00). 
Reviewed by 
Herbert L. Jensen 
University of Houston 
The stated objectives of this monograph are ". . . to discover and 
trace the origins and evolution of the process by which accounting 
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principles are established in New Zealand" (preface). Nonetheless 
what is presented is a narrative tracking of changes in the structure 
of standard setting elements within the organization of the New Zea-
land Society of Accountants (NZSA). The major theme of this dis-
course is the assertion that NZSA needs a full-time research officer. 
This study would have been much improved had the author con-
centrated on why particular mechanisms for overseeing the profes-
sion of accountancy in New Zealand arose rather than on why 
modes of operations, that the author prefers, have not been imple-
mented. "Tradit ions and axioms, sometimes without explicit recog-
nition, reflect the nature of the environment within which they 
emerge."1 One of the roles of history is to provide explicit recog-
nition to formerly il l-understood links of social causality. 
The first chapter of this treatise relates how the four accounting 
bodies in New Zealand merged into one. This is done by giving 
their names and dates of existence. There is also a capsule sum-
mary of NZSA's current organizational structure. 
Chapter V gives cursory descriptions of the New Zealand finan-
cial press, Financial Executives Institute, stock exchange, share-
brokers, Registrar of Companies, and debenture trust deeds. This 
chapter, however, fails to del ineate how these forces have impinged 
on the way NZSA has comported itself. 
The three chapters interposed between I and V contain the book's 
main line of argument. They describe how NZSA slowly came to 
form an Accounting Practice and Procedure Committee which in its 
ten-year life produced no original accounting work (p. 25). This 
committee was superseded in 1960 by a Board of Research and 
Publications that was unable to get any of its promulgations ac-
cepted as mandatory until 1973. These chapters constantly empha-
size the fact that NZSA has been and still is demonstrably unwilling 
to hire a full-time research officer. 
The last chapter is an extended recommendation that NZSA de-
velop an organizational element powerful enough to impose uni-
formity of practice as has become the mode in the United States. 
This is an unwarranted stance considering the relatively small size 
of NZSA, its tradition of sponsoring research competitions and uni-
versity chairs, and the oft expressed opposition of NZSA members 
to any infringement on their professional autonomy. The author's 
recommendation also seems contradictory because he has ob-
served elsewhere that "Instead of providing 'an underlying frame-
work' for the promulgation of 'sound' financial reporting practices 
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by standard setting boards, accounting theory has proven a useful 
'tactic' to buttress one's preconceived notions."2 
Many of the faults of this work result from the choice of the au-
thor's own research methodology3 and the neglect of others that 
have worked well. For example, the delightful prose and insightful 
highlighting of personalities that makes the historical narratives of 
John L. Carey great literature (e.g. Carey, 1969) is missing. Edward 
Stamp is described as ". . . an apostle of North American prac-
tice . . . [who] left an indelible mark in New Zealand" (p. 87), yet 
neither the man nor his influence is described. Particularly nettling 
are the author's suppositions on why Stamp took the position he did 
on deferred tax accounting. 
Most of the space in this work is occupied by people's names, 
the dates that they joined or left some committee, and place of 
various committees within NZSA's organizational structure. Line 
and block charts could have greatly clarified these changing situ-
ations. Such charts were used with devastating effect in the Met-
calf report to display the power structure within the AICPA. 4 
What can be inferred from the study here reviewed is that there 
has never been sufficient government pressure in New Zealand to 
invoke a search for accounting principles. As a result the cost of 
cosmetic research to provide politically acceptable justification for 
nonexistent externally imposed demands for homogeneity of ac-
counting practice has been viewed in New Zealand as prohibitive 
and unacceptable (p. 6). 
F O O T N O T E S 
1 McCracken, p. 4. 
2Zeff , "Comments on 'Accounting Pr incip les—How They Are D e v e l o p e d , ' " 
p. 177. 
3 S e e Zeff, Forging Accounting Principles in Five Countries and Zeff, Forging 
Accounting Principles in Australia. 
4Subcommittee on Reports, Accounting, and Management , pp. 3, 72, and 137. 
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DOCTORAL RESEARCH 
Maureen H. Berry, Editor 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
The focus of this edition is on examination of interrelation-
ships, many of them having international impacts or implications. 
W e commence with consideration of the medium of exchange and 
its role in portraying economic events. A basic accounting princi-
ple holds that the financial effects of economic transactions must 
be recorded in monetary units. Consequently it is often assumed 
that nonmonetary transactions, such as barters, can be translated 
into monetary exchanges, for accounting purposes, through analysis 
of the underlying economic events. Gerriets evaluates and refutes 
this supposition in her examination of the role of money in the 
eighth-century Irish economy. At that time, most economic trans-
actions took the form of barters and determinations of the amounts 
and types of goods and services exchanged were heavily influenced 
by factors other than relative economic values. For example, a 
lesser noble was obliged to give up valuable commodities or ser-
vices to his lord in return for protection. In deciding how much 
tribute to offer, assuming he had a choice, the noble would be less 
concerned with matching the fair market value of protection ser-
vices to be received than with the power of his overlord to extract 
payment. The overlord would, likewise, have been more interested 
in extracting what each subserviant noble could pay rather than 
attempt to set "fair" prices. Therefore, recording the values of 
exchanged services in that type of environment was more of a con-
ceptual than a practical proposition. 
Jumping over a continent and a millenium, we turn to Smiley's 
description of trade, including barter transactions, in nineteenth-
century rural America. Given the agricultural setting, it could have 
been expected that bartering would be an accepted, mutually-bene-
ficial, approach to exchanging goods and services in the upstate 
New York of the last century. Perhaps surprisingly, however, Smiley 
shows that this was true for the nation as a whole, with barter levels 
on the increase as the years went by. 
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The American Civil War forms the focus of Nye's work which 
assesses its impact on international trade and on the British money 
market in particular. The drying up of American raw cotton supplies 
which brought about the closure of the Lancashire cotton mills, 
which were famous for their role in the industrial revolution, forced 
Britain to look to the East. Thus began new or enhanced trade re-
lationships with Egypt and India. 
While Britain was looking to the East for trade expansion, the 
Ottoman Empire was attracted to the West. Following the Crimean 
and American Civil Wars, the United States and industrialized Euro-
pean countries constituted a world trade center which attracted the 
then developing nations. Pamuk's dissertation demonstrates how 
the twin factors of exportable agricultural products and reliance on 
foreign investment helped in the process which integrated the Em-
pire into the expanding world economy of pre-World War I days. 
The importance of foreign investment as a way of opening up 
foreign trade for developing countries is echoed in Odofin's exami-
nation of the impact of investments by multinational oil companies 
in Nigeria. As in the case of the Ottoman Empire, where foreign-
f inanced railroads developed the interior, Odofin concluded that 
foreign oil investments contributed significantly to Nigerian eco-
nomic growth during the past two decades. 
Bait-Elmal is also concerned about stimulating capital invest-
ments in a developing nation, namely Libya. He, however, looked 
into the possibilities for internal stimulation rather than external in-
vestment. His study of the economic incentives available to U.S. 
business through the investment tax credit and accelerated depre-
ciation al lowances led him to suggest that these features be incor-
porated into the Libyan tax legislation. 
The last study concerns yet another developing nation, the Phil-
ippines. Sarmago's concern, common to the third world, is with 
the primary agricultural product, the evolving financial infrastruc-
ture, and how these institutions grew in symbiotic relationship. 
Money and Clientship in the Ancient Irish Laws (University of 
Toronto, Canada, 1978; 4 0 / 2 , pp. 992-3-A)1 by Marilyn Eleanor Ger-
riets. This thesis examines the role of money in the social, politi-
cal, and economic environment of eighth-century Ireland: the sig-
nificance of the Irish experience lying in the fact that it was 
untouched by the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. Drawing on 
1 Dissertation Abstracts International, volume and page references. 
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early eighth-century law tracts, the author examined the hierarchies 
of clientship ties which then permeated society. Descending from 
the kings down through the lesser nobility, exchanges of goods de-
lineated economic and social bonds. As was later evidenced in 
Norman Britain, the higher social classes provided protection and 
cattle grants to their subserviants in return for military service and 
victuals. These exchanges were based on status and power, rather 
than economic considerations. Thus, money did not serve as a ba-
sic exchange mechanism or common denominator of value. Money 
was put to use however. Fines and certain social obligations were 
required by law to be paid in money, one obvious consideration 
being the exact specified amounts which could be transferred. 
Thus, money and exchange were concepts serving social, political, 
and economic purposes rather than special ized institutions lending 
themselves to economic analysis. 
The Use of Accounting Records of the Harden General Store 
1860-1900 to Study Price Fluctuations, Barter and Changes in Con-
sumption (Purdue University, 1978; 4 0 / 1 , pp. 379-80-A) by Bobby 
Eugene Smiley. The Harden store's accounting records for the pe-
riod 1860-1900 provided the data for a dissertation which compared 
price fluctuations, barter, and changes in consumption for the small 
and isolated farming community of Rexville, New York, where the 
store was located, with the nation as a whole. These records are 
contained in the rare books collection of the Purdue University 
Krannert Library. 
Long-run price fluctuations were measured by selecting items 
and years from these accounting records and calculating price in-
dices for the items for the period 1860-1900, with 1860 as the base 
year. For the short run, the same procedure was followed except 
that the t ime period selected was 1869-1875. The price changes of 
each selected commodity, as well as the selected commodities as 
a whole, from the community's experience, and in both the short 
and long term, were compared with national data. To evaluate the 
significance of barter transactions, the author computed the store's 
ratio of barter sales to total sales for selected years. The changes 
in percentages of barter sales over selected time periods were then 
compared with changes in the U.S. consumer price index over these 
same periods. The nature of changes in the goods consumed lo-
cally was tested by preparing classified lists of all goods sold in the 
store in the following years: 1 8 6 0 , 1 8 7 0 , 1 8 8 0 , 1 8 8 5 , and 1900. These 
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were then compared to evaluate buying patterns at ten-year in-
tervals. 
The results of the study suggested that the economic life of Rex-
ville was a reflection of the national picture. Both in the long run 
and short run, there was a similarity between price changes at the 
local and national levels. Barter levels varied greatly from 9 per-
cent in 1860 to 28 percent in 1900. From 1860 to 1885, barter level 
changes varied directly with general price changes, while 1885-
1900, the variation was inverse. As for patterns of consumption, the 
mix of goods changed in an appreciable fashion over the period 
studied. 
The Impact of the American Civil War on the Pattern of Interna-
tional Trade and on the British Money Market (Stanford University, 
1979; 4 0 / 2 , p. 993-A) by Will iam Wesley Nye. This thesis describes 
international commercial activities during the period 1850-1866 and 
speculates about the impact of the American Civil War on both 
world trade relationships and the British money market. The study 
commences with a survey of major trading activities in the pre-Civil 
War era. British trade faced both West and East. The young Amer-
ican nation badly needed manufactured commodities and these she 
received from England in exchange for raw cotton. While building 
up mutually beneficial commerce with her erstwhile colony in the 
West, Britain was also bolstering commercial ties with her rapidly 
growing interests to the East. Heavy investments were made in In-
dian railroads and British political intervention promoted the opium 
trade in China. 
With the onset of the Civil War and the Union blockade, Britain 
was forced to look elsewhere, to Egypt and India, for her raw cotton 
needs. In the meantime, however, the famous Lancashire cotton 
mills were forced to shut down which brought about a very high 
interest rate and a severe crisis in the London money market in 
1866. 
The behavior of the London money market during this sixteen-
year period is examined through a three-equation simultaneous 
econometric model. Using monthly data, this model relates the be-
havior of market discount rate, the Bank of England reserves, and 
the Bank of England discount rate, with respect to several explana-
tory variables. It was found that an important determinant of the 
London market discount rate may have been loans to the London 
money market from the agricultural districts. The results of F-tests 
also suggest that the structure of the model shifted between the 
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two periods 1850-1861 and 1862-1866. A possible explanation could 
be that as a result of changing levels of business confidence during 
the cotton famine, the Bank of England and private lenders altered 
their usual patterns of relationships between reserves and interest 
rates. 
Foreign Trade, Foreign Capital and the Peripheralization of the 
Ottoman Empire, 1830-1913 (University of California, Berkeley, 1978; 
4 0 / 1 , p. 388-A) by Sevket Pamuk. This study examines a number of 
aspects of the Ottoman Empire's commercial integration into the 
capitalist world economy. Specific topics of interest were circula-
tion and exchange, long-term trends in Ottoman foreign trade and 
in the Ottoman terms of trade with respect to the center of world-
economy, defined as industrialized Europe and the United States, 
and finally patterns of foreign capital in the Empire. 
The period reviewed ran from 1830 to 1913 during which time 
Ottoman trade with the world-economy center increased from two-
thirds to four-fifths of its total foreign trade. This increased trade, 
especially marked during the period 1840-1873, followed the signing 
of free trade treaties with various European countries. Two major 
impacts were discernible: (1) Ottoman foreign trade was strongly 
affected by economic activities at the center; and (2) areas within 
the Empire which were close to port facilities switched from pro-
duction of domestic products, such as consumer crops, to export 
items. Specialization in exportable primary products stepped up as 
prices of primary products remained fairly stable in the face of de-
clining prices for manufactured goods. 
The roots of the Empire's fiscal crisis of 1875-76 lay in the budget 
deficits of the Crimean War. The State was forced into external 
borrowing but the net inflows of funds were obtained on very un-
favorable terms. Foreign debt grew rapidly while, at the same time, 
the Government was unable to increase its revenues. After the 
European financial crisis of 1873, the Empire defaulted on its obli-
gations and in 1881 the state revenues came under European finan-
cial control. 
During 1873-1896, the rates of growth of Ottoman trade with the 
center slowed, consonent with the slowdown in the center's growth 
rates, and there was a rapid decline in general price levels until 
1896. During this same period, the terms of trade for the Empire 
substantially deteriorated, unfavorably affecting both the economy 
and the state's finances. Large sums of money had to be trans-
ferred abroad to service existing debt, in the face of declines in 
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general price levels, thus limiting possibilities for additional foreign 
loans. Given this situation, the Government was more receptive 
than might otherwise have been the case to foreign capital invest-
ment, by way of railroad construction, during the period 1888-1896. 
This opened up the interior, facilitating integration into the expand-
ing world economy of the period 1896-1913 because of significant 
reductions in transportation costs. These now accessible areas be-
came increasingly important for their agricultural exportables, par-
ticularly as the competition from European imports destroyed the 
Empire's manufacturing activities. The dissertation ends with an in-
terpretation of how these variables affected the peripheralization 
process. Detailed appendices of the data used are provided. 
The Impacts of the Multinational Oil Corporations on Nigeria's 
Economic Growth: Theoretical and Empirical Explorations (The 
American University, 1979; 4 0 / 2 , p. 984-A) by Christian 'Dare 
Odofin. This study presents a detailed examination of the activities 
of multinational oil companies operating in Nigeria during the pe-
riod 1963 to 1975. Its objective was to evaluate the impacts of these 
firms on Nigerian domestic savings, economic growth, and balance 
of payments, using the Haavelmo, or Decapitalization, thesis and 
related hypotheses. A partial equilibrium model of the Keynesian-
type foreign trade multiplier was specified in order to estimate the 
direct impact on Nigeria's national income of investment by the 
multinational oil corporations. The basic and overall concepts of 
balance-of-payments accounting were used to calculate the direct 
impacts on Nigeria's external balance of foreign oil capital inflows. 
A modified version of the Chenery Two-gap model econometrical ly 
tested the Haavelmo and related hypotheses. The induced employ-
ment effect of the oil sector was tested by a separate model which 
related petro-revenues to the rate of growth of public sector em-
ployment. Additional clarification of the detailed impact of foreign 
oil capital inflows was obtained by analyzing the dynamics of in-
dustrial growth through the use of an import- input/output depen-
dency index. 
The statistical results showed positive and significant relation-
ships: (1) between the rate of growth of domestic output, imports of 
intermediate and capital goods, and domestic savings, and net for-
eign oil capital inflows; and (2) between petro-revenues and the 
rate of growth of public sector employment. The hypothesis that 
domestic savings and economic growth are negatively affected by 
foreign investment were not, therefore, supported. The study's ma-
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jor conclusion is that the growth of the Nigerian economy during 
the period 1963-1975 was significantly induced by foreign oil capital. 
The Role of Investment Tax Credit and Accelerated Depreciation 
in Stimulating More Investment: The U.S.A. Case and Its Implica-
tions to the Libyan Income Tax System (University of Kentucky, 
1978; 40 /2 , p. 924-A) by Mohamed Abdal la Bait-Elmal. The purpose 
of this dissertation was to measure the effectiveness of the U.S. in-
vestment tax credit and accelerated depreciation provisions in stim-
ulating capital investments in order to evaluate their possible appli-
cation in Libya. As a developing nation, Libya could benefit from 
increases in capital inflows to the private sector. Yet, little tax in-
centives have been offered during the twenty-five year history of its 
tax legislation, other than loss carry-back and carry-forward pro-
visions. 
The study commenced with a review of the effects of accumu-
lated depreciation on cash flow. The author then proceeded to test 
the following null hypotheses: 
(1) The relationship between investment tax credit and capital 
expenditure increases is insignificant. 
(2) The relationship between net income under investment tax 
credit provision and capital expenditure is insignificant. 
(3) The relationship between net income under no investment tax 
credit provision and capital expenditure is insignificant. 
(4) The relationship between net income under investment tax 
provision and capital expenditure is insignificantly different 
from the relationship between net income under no invest-
ment tax credit and capital expenditure. 
Net income and capital expenditure data for twenty companies in 
four industries were obtained from Compustat tapes for the period 
commencing five years prior to the enactment of the investment tax 
credit and ending ten years later. This information was examined 
using regression and correlation analysis. With respect to the de-
preciation al lowance, inflation effects were adjusted for with hypo-
thetical data. 
The general conclusions of the study were: (1) that because of 
swift recovery of capital, accelerated depreciation methods encour-
age increased investment; and (2) rejection of the null hypotheses. 
As a result, the author made the following recommendations with 
respect to tax provisions in Libya: (1) that accelerated depreciation 
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methods be permitted rather than the mandatory straight-line, his-
torical cost-based approach now being followed; and (2) that all 
industries be granted an investment tax credit provision. 
An Analysis of the Rural Banking System in the Philippines (Mich-
igan State University, 1978; 4 0 / 2 , p. 982-A) by C. S. Sarmago. Using 
data gathered from various primary and secondary sources, the 
author studied the evolution of rural banking in the Philippines and 
its role in financing agriculture. Whi le the Central Bank supplied 
financial data, information about the characteristics of management 
and the capital structure of bank equity was obtained from mailed 
questionnaires and interviews. Census returns provided economic 
data concerning the communities which the banks served. The data 
were analyzed, using the following three different methods: port-
folio analysis, mean differences, and regression analysis. 
A Hester-Zoellner type model was employed to analyze the port-
folio of sample banks. For the years 1971 to 1976, equations were 
estimated relating balance sheet asset and liability items to net op-
erating profit. Coefficients of determination and significance levels 
resulting from equations for the years 1973 to 1976 were less satis-
factory than those for the years 1971 and 1972. The author attrib-
utes this to certain unusual events in the later years, such as: mar-
tial law and change in government, petroleum price increases, and 
the floods of 1972. Expected relationships with changes in mone-
tary policy were supported by analysis of mean differences. After 
the rediscounting rate to rural banks had been lowered, for exam-
ple, the mean for the total rediscounting variable reflected a sig-
nificant difference between 1973 and 1974. Although the results 
were not conclusive, several implications could be drawn: (1) rural 
banks required improved management assistance; and (2) market 
incentives and monetary policy changes influence rural banks given 
the existence of obvious incentives. 
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Publications of 
The Academy of Accounting Historians 
ORDER F O R M 
(Prices effective January 1, 1981) 
The A C C O U N T I N G H I S T O R I A N (Newsletter) 
• Volumes 1 through 3 (1974-76) $20.00 
(Reproduced in a single volume) 
T H E A C C O U N T I N G H I S T O R I A N S J O U R N A L 
• Volumes 4 through 7 (1977-80) $60.00 
OR $15.00 per volume, $7.50 per issue. 
• Volume 8 (1981) $20.00 
M O N O G R A P H S * 
• # 1 A Reference Chronology of Events Significant to the 
Development of Accountancy in The United States, 
by Knight, Previts & Ratcliffe $ 5.00 
• # 2 John Raymond Wildman, by Previts & Taylor $ 5.00 
• # 3 E. L. Kohler's Articles and Editorials, by Cooper, Ijiri & Previts 
Hardback $15.00 
Paperback $10.00 
* 1 5 % discount to members on individual orders. 
H I S T O R I A N S N O T E B O O K 
• 1978-80 (2 per year), $1.00 per copy $ 6.00 
M E M B E R S H I P R O S T E R S 
• 1978-80 ($2.50 per copy) $ 7.50 
W O R K I N G PAPERS (see separate announcement / 
ordering information in this issue) 
A C C O U N T I N G H ISTORY CLASSICS SERIES (see separate 
announcement /order ing information in this issue) 
PLEASE E N C L O S E P A Y M E N T W I T H Y O U R ORDER. 
Make checks payable to: 
The Academy of Accounting Historians 
Mail to: Georgia State University 
P. O. Box 658 
University Plaza 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 U.S.A. 
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Reprints in the 
ACCOUNTING HISTORY CLASSICS SERIES 
under the auspices of 
The Academy of Accounting Historians 
and 
T h e University of Alabama Press 
Gary John Previts, Series Editor 
Volume 1 S. Paul Garner Evolution of Cost Accounting to 1925 
$11.95 430 pp. paperback edition. November, 1976. 
ISBN 0-8173-8900-8 
Volume 2 James Don Edwards, History of Public Accounting 
in the United States 
$11.95 368 pp. paperback edition. August, 1978. 
Volume 3 A. C. Littleton, Accounting Evolution to 1900 
$11.95 373 pp. paperback edition. 1980. 
ORDER N O W 
Mail to: The University of Alabama Press 
Box 2877 
University, A labama 35486 
Make check payable to: 
The University of Alabama Press 
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ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS RESEARCH 
Number 40 Autumn 1980 
A research quarterly published by 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England and Wales 
Editor: R. H. Parker, University of Exeter, England. 
The Lessons to be Learned from the C. A. Westwick 
Development of Inflation Accounting 
in the UK 
The Fundamental Character of Excess Edgar O. Edwards 
Current Income 
Improving the Quality of Corporate Dan S. Dhaliwal 
Financial Disclosure 
Capital Maintenance Concepts, Gains J. J. Forker 
from Borrowing and the Measurement 
of Income 
Maintenance of Capital Intact: An John R. Grinyer 
Unnecessary Abstraction? lain W. Symon 
A Note on the Boundary Values of the Ronald M a 
Certainty Equivalent Coefficient 
A Review of the Translation Debate C. W. Nobes 
Investment and Risk: The Effect of John Pointon 
Capital Al lowances 
Transfer Pricing for Public Reporting: Michael Schiff 
A Case Study 
Book Reviews 
Notes on Contributors 
Subscriptions — U . K . £18.00; Overseas £24.00; Airmail £29.00 
should be sent to City House, 56-66 Goswell Road, London 
EC1M 7AB England. Copies of Readings in Accounting and 
Business Research 1970-1977 (£5.00/$12.00) are available from 
the same address. 
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Working Paper Series 
In 1974, The Academy of Accounting Historians established the 
Working Paper Series as a means of circulating preliminary his-
torical research. The Working Paper Series currently includes 49 
papers of which the first forty are available in two single bound 
volumes (see announcement on the next page concerning these 
two volumes). 
Manuscripts submitted should be presented in duplicate, typed 
on 8 ½ x 1 1 inch paper, and double spaced. Footnotes should be 
numbered sequentially and placed at the end of the manuscript. 
Bibliographies should contain complete sources arranged in alpha-
betical order by author. Manuscripts ranging in length from 8 to 30 
pages are deemed most appropriate for this Series. Copies of 
current working papers are provided to members free upon request. 
There is a cost of $2 per paper to non-members. 
All matters pertaining to the Working Paper Series should be 
addressed to the Editor of the Series, Ashton C. Bishop; School of 
Business; James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 
U.S.A. In addition to the forty working papers appearing in Volume 
1 and Volume 2 listed on the next page, the following individual 
working papers are available: 
41. "Factors Shaping the Independent Public Auditing Profession 
in the United States from 1905 to 1933," by Bruce E. Com-
mitte. 
42. "Frederick W. Taylor and the Evolution of Standard Over-
head Costing," by Rosita S. Chen and Sheng-Der Pan. 
43. "A Synthesis of the Inquiry into the Contribution of Double-
Entry Bookkeeping to Capital ism," by James L. Strachan. 
44. "Philosophies of History—Their Basic Tenets," by Owen B. 
Moseley and Milton F. Usry. 
45. "The Development of the Auditor's Report in the United 
States," by Tonya K. Flesher and Dale L. Flesher. 
46. "The Evolution of Accounting in Indonesia," by Abd. Fawzy 
Siddik and Herbert L. Jensen. 
47. "On the Evolution of Accounting Objectives," by Robert 
Bloom. 
48. "The Pioneer of Accounts Theory in Japan: An Appraisal of 
the Methodology of Wasaburo Kimura," by Yoshiaki Jinnai. 
49. "Accounting for Investments in Common Stock in the United 
States of Amer ica from 1900 to the Present," by Edward A. 
Becker. 
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Working Paper Series 
Available in two single bound volumes are the first 40 working papers published 
by The Academy of Accounting Historians. These 6" x 9" books include the following 
papers and their authors. 
Working Papers 1-20 Volume 1 
Working Paper Number 
1. " T h e CPA's Professional Heritage, Part I , " 
by John L. Carey. 
2. " T h e Audit of Historical Records as a 
Learning Device in Studying Environmental 
and Socio-Economic Influences on Account-
ing," by Richard H. Homburger. 
3. " T h e Accounts of Ancient Rome," by 
Kenneth S. Most. 
4. "Survey of the Development of Auditing in 
Germany," by Rosa-Elisabeth Gassmann. 
5. " T h e CPA's Professional Heritage, Part I I , " 
by John L. Carey. 
6. "A Chronological Index Prepared for John 
L. Carey's The Rise of the Accounting Pro-
fession, Volume I, 1896-1936," by Gary 
John Previts. 
7. " T h e State of Bookkeeping in Upper 
Germany at the Time of the Fuggers and 
Welsers," by Hermann Kellenbenz. 
8. "A Chronological Index Prepared for John 
L. Carey's The Rise of the Accounting Pro-
fession, Volume II , 1937-1970," by Gary 
John Previts. 
9. "A Bibliography on the Relationship Be-
tween Scientific Management and Standard 
Costing," by Marc J. Epstein. 
10. "A Significant Year (1873) in the History 
of Bookkeeping in Japan ," by Kojiro 
Nishikawa. 
11. "Historical Development of Early Account-
ing Concepts and Their Relation to Certain 
Economic Concepts," by Maurice S. New-
man. 
12. "Thirty-six Classic Articles from the 1905-
1930 Issues of The Journal of Accountancy," 
by Richard Vangermeersch. 
13. " T h e Development of the Theory of Con-
tinuously Contemporary Accounting," by 
R. J. Chambers. 
14. " T h e CPA's Professional Heritage, Part 
I I I , " by John L. Carey. 
15. " T w o Papers on the History of Valuation 
Theory (I. Management Behavior on Orig-
inal Valuation of Tangible and Intangible 
Fixed Assets. II . The Significance of Write-
ups of Tangible Fixed Assets in the 
1920's)," by Richard Vangermeersch. 
16. " T h e Golden Anniversary of One of Ac-
counting History's Mysterious Contributors: 
Albert DuPont ," by Gary John Previts and 
S. Paul Garner. 
17. "Evidential Matter Pertaining to the His-
torical Development of the Concepts of Dis-
closure and Its Uses as a Teaching Aid," by 
Hans V. Johnson. 
18. " T h e Evolution of Pooling of Interests 
Accounting: 1945-1970," by Frank R. Ray-
burn. 
19. " T h e Study of Accounting History," by 
Vahe Baladouni. 
20. " T h e Evolution of Corporate Reporting 
Practices in Canada," by George J. Murphy. 
Working Papers 21-40 Volume 2 
Working Paper Number 
21. "Early Greek Accounting on Estates (Fourth 
Century B.C.) ," by George J. Costouros. 
22. " T h e Tradit ional Accounting Systems in 
the Oriental Countries—Korea, China, 
Japan , " by Jong Hyeon Huh. 
23. " T h e Evolution of Ethical Codes in Ac-
counting," by Joyce C. Lambert and S. J . 
Lambert, III . 
24. " T h e Oldest Book of Double Entry Book-
keeping in Germany," by Kiyoshi Inoue. 
25. "An Annotated Bibliography for Historical 
Research in Cost Accounting," by Edwin 
Bartenstein. 
26. " T h e Role of Academic Accounting Re-
search: An Historical Perspective," by Eric 
Flamholtz. 
27. " T h e Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
and Its Implications for the Development 
of Accounting Policy," by Diana Flamholtz. 
28. " T h e Development of Accountancy in 
Hungary Since 1946. . . ," by Rezso L. 
Scholcz. 
29. "Historic Origins of the Purchase vs. Pool-
ing of Interests Problem," by Wesley T . 
Andrews. 
30. "Current Efforts to Develop a Conceptual 
Framework for Financial Accounting and 
Reporting," by William G. Shenkir. 
31. "Influence of Nineteenth and Early 
Twentieth Century Railroad Accounting on 
Development of Modern Accounting The-
ory," by James L. Boockholdt. 
32. " T h e Historical Development of Standard 
Costing Systems Until 1920," by Nathan 
Kranowski. 
33. " T h e CPA's Professional Heritage, Part 
IV," by John L. Carey. 
34. " T h e Evolution of Accounting Theory in 
Europe from 1900 to the Present Day and 
Its Implications on Industrial Management 
of Tomorrow," by Paul Weilenmann. 
35. "Sombart on Accounting History," by 
Kenneth S. Most. 
36. "A Most Unforgetable Accounting His-
torian: Frederic G. Gamble," by Paul 
Garner and Reza Espahbodi. 
37. "Historical Overview of Developments in 
Cost and Managerial Accounting," by M. 
Zafar Iqbal. 
38. "Comments on Accounting Disclosures in 
the Baltimore and Ohio Annual Reports 
from 1828 Through 1850," by Richard 
Vangermeersch. 
39. "A Contemporary Review of the Evolution 
of Value Concepts (1500-1930)," by J. W. 
Martin. 
40. "Tracing the Development of a Conceptual 
Framework of Accounting—A Western 
European and North American Linkage: A 
Partial Examination," by Stanley C. W. 
Salvary. 
Order From: Ash ton C. Bishop 
School of Business 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 U.S.A. 
Cost: $5 to members of The Academy of Accounting 
Historians; $7.50 to non-members 
Make check payable to: The Academy of Accounting Historians 
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THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
The Accounting Review is the official journal of the American 
Accounting Association, and is published quarterly. The Asso-
ciation is a voluntary organization of persons interested in ac-
counting education and research. Membership in the Associa-
tion entails annual dues of US$25 for residents of the United 
States and Canada and US$12 for others. Libraries may take 
out subscriptions to the Review. All communications regarding 
membership and subscriptions should be sent to the American 
Accounting Association, 5717 Bessie Drive, Sarasota, Florida 
33583. 
TABLE OF C O N T E N T S 
April, 1981 
MAIN A R T I C L E S 
Market Reactions to Accounting Policy Deliberations: 
The Inflation Accounting Case Eric Noreen and James Sepe 
Characteristics of Errors in Accounts Receivable and 
Inventory Audits Johnny R. Johnson, Robert A. Leitch, and John Neter 
Employees and the Corporate Social Report: 
The Dutch Case Hein Schreuder 
The Market Reaction to Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 2 Robert L. Vigeland 
CPA Switches and Associated Market Reactions Dov Fried and Allen Schiff 
REVIEW A R T I C L E 
The Theory and Measurement of Business Income: 
A Review Article 
N O T E S 
Bayesian Statistics in Auditing: A Comparison of 
Probability Elicitation Techniques 
E D U C A T I O N R E S E A R C H 
Behavioral Accounting Research As A Source for 
Experiential Teaching Aids: An Example 
A Capital Maintenance Approach to Income Measurement 
A Decision Model for the Alternative Tax on Captal Gains 
The Business Combinat ion Process 
C O M M E N T S 
A General Decision Model for Cost-Volume-Profit 
Analysis Under Uncertainty: A Comment D. R. Finley and Woody M. Liao 
A General Decision Model for Cost-Volume-Profit 
Analysis Under Uncertainty: A Reply Wei Shih 
Lawrence Revsine 
Michael A. Crosby 
Wilfred C. Uecker 
Lawrence Revsine 
Franklin Lowenthal 
Gadis J. Dillon 
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ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE 
Journal of the Accounting Association of 
Australia and New Zealand 
Vol. 20, No. 2 November, 1980. 
The Reaction to Current Cost Accounting Proposals by Gov-
ernment Regulatory Authorities Stewart A. Leech 
Taxation, Bankruptcy Costs, and Capital Structure Decisions 
Within the Context of a Multi-Period Capital Asset Pricing 
Model F. M. McDougal l 
Predictors of Employee Performance in Professional Account-
ing Firms K. R. Ferris and L. J. Nethercott 
Returns to Scale in the Building Society Industry 
R. G. Elstone 
The 'Quasi-Judicial ' Role of the Auditor D. M. Gilling 
E D U C A T I O N N O T E S 
Accounting Students at University and Technical Institute in 
New Zealand R. K. Miller and A. A. Morrison 
A Combination Test Technique for the Auditing of Mini Com-
puter Based Accounting Systems David J. Will iams 
and Michael E. Scorgie 
A Study of Student Performance in Introductory Accounting 
Ellen M. Braye and Russell J. Craig 
A Modif ied Version of the Keller Plan in an Advanced Financial 
Accounting Course I. C. Stewart 
Book Reviews 
News from Institutions 
Accounting and Finance is published twice yearly in May and 
November by the Accounting Association of Australia and New 
Zealand. The membership fee is $10 per year and members 
receive the Journal and any published supplement. Non-mem-
bers, i.e. libraries etc., can take out a subscription for the 
Journal for $10 per year. Editorial correspondence should be 
addressed to Professor R. R. Officer, Editor; Department of 
Accounting and Finance; Monash University; Clayton, Victoria, 
3168; Australia. Applications for membership should be ad-
dressed to Mr. C. Warrel l ; Secretary /Treasurer , A.A.A.N.Z.; De-
partment of Accounting; Faculty of Economics and Commerce; 
University of Melbourne; Parkville, Victoria, 3052; Australia. 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
SELECTED CLASSICS IN THE HISTORY OF BOOKKEEPING 
A Reprint Collection 
SERIES I Repr in ted 1974 
1. A N Y O N , J a m e s T . , Recol lec t ions of The Early 
Days of American Accoun tancy 1883-1893. New 
York 1925 . Repr in ted 1974. 68p. Cloth $12 .50 
2. C R I V E L L I , P i e t r o , An Original Transla t ion of the 
Treatise on Double-Ent ry Book-Keeping by Fra ter 
Lucas Pacioli. London 1924. Repr in ted 1974. XVIII, 
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Announcement 
An Index to the 
ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
1926-1978 
Quarterly Journal of the 
AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION 
and 
Papers and Proceedings of the 
American Association of University Instructors of Accounting 
1917-1925 
PREPARED BY GARY JOHN PREVITS AND BRUCE COMMITTE 
This new work succeeds the first cumulative Index to the Review, published 
in 1951, and two supplements which have been out of print for some time. 
The present volume will improve access to articles and book reviews appear-
ing in THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW and its predecessor publications. Over 
2,000 authors, 4,000 articles, and 3,200 book reviews are cited. 
Professors Previts and Committe "have succeeded in 
putting together an indispensable reference work for 
anyone who has an interest in the accounting literature. " 
From the Preface by 
Stephen A. Zeff, Editor, 
THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW 
Published by 
The American Accounting Association 
5717 Bessie Drive 
Sarasota, FL 33583 
Price: Members $25 Nonmembers $50 
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Announcement 
Due to the increase in printing and postage costs the Academy 
has found it necessary to increase the membership dues in 1981 
to twenty U.S. dollars ($20.00). It is our hope that w e can sustain 
this amount for at least three years. 
Members residing outside the United States are asked to remit 
payments in U.S. funds drawn on U.S. banks. The collection costs 
on non-U.S. fund remittances have risen sharply in the last year 
and w e can no longer absorb these charges. 
THE ACADEMY OF ACCOUNTING HISTORIANS 
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
(Entitles member to: semiannual Accounting Historians Journal; 
semiannual newsletter; annual member roster; and discounts on 
specified Academy publications.) 
Voluntary Contributions to: 
Publications Fund — 
Research Endowment Fund — 
Total enclosed $ — 
Make checks payable to: THE ACADEMY OF A C C O U N T I N G HISTORIANS 
Name (please print) 
Organization 
Street Address 
City 
Z IP Code Country 
State 
Phone No. ( ) 
Accounting History Areas of Interest 
Our fiscal year ends December 31. 
M E M B E R S H I P DUES $20.00 
Mail to: The Academy of Accounting Historians 
Box 658, University Plaza 
Georgia State University 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 
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GUIDE FOR SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS 
The Academy of Accounting Historians invites manuscripts on subjects related 
to accounting history for The Accounting Historians Journal. Articles should have 
scholarly merit and present an original contribution to the knowledge in the field. 
Articles presenting the results of research from primary sources will be given 
preference. All articles will be reviewed by two or more members of the Editorial 
Board. The Journal is scheduled to appear each Spring and Fall. 
Manuscripts should be in English and of acceptable style and organization for 
clarity of presentation. Submit three copies double spaced on 8½ x 11 inch paper. 
The manuscript should not exceed 5,000 to 7,000 words. The title page should 
contain name of author, affiliation and address for further correspondence. The 
title, but not the author's name, should reappear on the first page of the manuscript. 
Tables and figures should be numbered, titled and presented in reproducible 
form. Limited use of original documents etc. can be accommodated in the Journal 
at modest additional cost to the author by submitting camera-ready copy. Impor-
tant textual materials may be presented in both the original language and the 
English translation. 
Footnote numbers must be referenced in sequence within the article. The 
bibliography should contain full reference to sources arranged in alphabetical order 
by author. Informational footnotes are to be presented at the bottom of the page 
referenced by letters and should be limited in size and number. Consult a previous 
issue of the Journal for examples. 
Galley proofs will be sent to the author as permitted by scheduling but additions 
of new material must be strictly limited and excessive alterations will be charged 
to the author. Ten copies of the Journal on publication will be provided to the 
author. 
An abstract of the article will precede the printed article, and should be sub-
mitted with all manuscripts. Abstract should not exceed 100 words. 
Reprints may be ordered from the printer. Costs of these are billed directly 
to the author by the printer. Minimum order 100, prices to be established by 
printer. 
S U B M I T M A N U S C R I P T S TO: 
Edward N. Coffman, Manuscripts Editor 
The Accounting Historians Journal 
School of Business 
Virginia Commonweal th University 
Richmond, Virginia 23284 U . S A 
FOR ALL OTHER M A T T E R S PERTAIN ING 
T O T H E JOURNAL, C O N T A C T : 
Mervyn W. Wingfield, Production Editor 
The Accounting Historians Journal 
School of Business 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 U.S.A. 
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